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2We are all stories, breathed from the Breath
of Life and threaded together by Master Design. We are colors 
splashed on some giant tapestry, strikingly opposed and curiously 
bleeding together. The ins and outs of our lives were whispered 
in our ears long before words passed between us. Sometimes 
stumbling and sometimes leaping, we traversed this life until we 
ended up here, together. Three thousand stories, and a Creator 
who weaves us into the thousands that came before, producing a 
pattern too indescribable and yet so perfectly connected. We watch 
the fabric curl from the loom, and we marvel at the intricacy of it all 
-  this grander story that somehow includes our own. Tiny, almost 
inconsequential threads become the connection between one swatch 
of fabric and another. One bright blue blends with a soft green, and 
what was before only two colors is now an ocean splashed across 
the canvas. His shining yellow and her deep purple swirl together, 
and we see an autumn field at twilight. The dense, wooly yarn of one 
stranger meets the delicate cotton filaments of another stranger, and 
the pattern changes again, all the more strange and beautiful. How 
did our stories get sewn together? Thousands of people, thousands 
of God-breathed journeys, gathered up at this place, around this lake, 
at this time.
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DEDICATION
1. Dr. Jenista and his wife Barb 
are close with their children and 
grandchildren.
2. A very happy couple on their 
wedding day!
3. Dr. J prepares for his first skydive.
4. Dr. Jenista awaits the President on 
an airstrip in Uruguay.
When Dr. Frank Jenista proposed to
his wife, Barb, he made a promise: “Marry me and see the 
world.” It was a promise he knew he could make good 
on since he’d already been around the world growing up.
Raised primarily in the Philippines and Hong Kong, the son 
of missionaries, Dr. Jenista changed schools thirteen times in 
twelve years before coming to Cedarville College in 1964. An 
English and History double major, Dr. Jenista graduated in 1968 
before heading to the University of Dayton for his master's in 
Asian studies. In 1970, he promised Barb the world and married 
her. He joined the Foreign Service State Department Diplomatic 
Corps in 1975 and lived in Michigan while finishing his doctorate 
at the University of Michigan. From there, the Jenista family 
moved around the world as Dr. Jenista served as a diplomat. In 
their 43 years of marriage, the Jenistas have moved 24 times. 
They have two grown children, Todd and Meg, both Cedarville 
grads. In 2000, Dr. Jenista retired and moved back to Cedarville 
to teach. A wise and challenging professor, Dr. J is seen with 
much admiration and respect among students. He advises the 
Model UN team and serves as a senior professor of international 
studies. Dr. J also takes groups of students on DC Semester 
every few years. What many don’t know, however, is his affinity 
for taking risks, like skydiving, bungee jumping, and white water 
rafting. This all leads to one question, of course - the question 
students have been asking for years: Was Dr. J actually in the 
CIA? No - at least, that’s what they’re telling people.
FALL EVENTS
Fall at Cedarville is cause for celebration,,
Our university thrives dh boots, sweaters and pumpkin-spice­
. rything. Students pile up Jgaves and rejoice as their innaf child is 
set free by the cool breezes and stunning sunsets. Fall is also a time 
to reflect on the goodness of God even in our busy, hurried lives.
Each changing leaf shows its unique beauty in bright reds, yellows, 
and oranges. In this way so do the students of Cedarville shine with 
a unique beauty. We are ail created bv God to do good works for Him 
and to let his creativity and passion shine through us. We can point 
be glory to Christ through our lives and by letting others see how we 
become more beautiful in our death to the world. With each crunch ng 
leaf we are reminded of this truth and can work to encourage beauty 
and diversity in our community.
1. Pastor Rohm is honored at a 
special chapel service, where 
students cheer and applaud 
lh „ Cedarville legend.
2. The One Voice Ensemble leads the 
congregation in a powerful moment 
ol worship.
3. Leighton Smith smashes the hell 
in lor a dunk
4. fihnstophsr YuanW urns
chapel to tell Ins story t
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4.
5.
Jason Malone is the
featured speaker at this year’s Fall 
Bible Conference.
The theme of this year’s Junior Jam 
is Illusion and Truth.
Jim Daly addresses the 
student body during the 
Dialogue on Sexuality.
A quartet honors veterans 
with a song.
Mike Huckabee visits Cedarviiie 
on September 17 to celebrate 
Constitution Day.
As a new year kicked off once again,
with it came a fresh batch of events, speakers, and 
conferences. We welcomed speakers like Senator Mike 
Huckabee, Dr. Carlow Campo, and Scott Rigsby. Students 
were engaged and challenged by events such as the Dialogue 
on Sexuality and Diversity Discussion. Cedarviiie even honored 
one of its own in a special chapel recognizing Pastor Bob 
Rohm’s many years of dedicated service to students 
and to the Lord.
SPECIAL GUESTS
This fall was packed with student events
held by SCAB, SGA, and various orgs across campus. 
September kicked off with Mission Impossible, sending 
students into the dark of night to sneak and sleuth their way 
across campus. As the semester continued, students found 
fun opportunities in ALT Nights, TNT at the Hive, comedy 
shows and talent shows, Moonlight Madness, and more. One 
thing is for sure: if you look hard enough, there’s never a dull 
moment at Cedarville.
1. Freshman members of the 
Inversions serenade the audience.
2. Lawlor men put their game face 
on -  with blue paint.
3. Irish step dancer Aaron Plummer
amazes the audience with his 
swift feet.
4. Printy girls gather together 
for a night of fun -  and 
fierce competition.
STUDENT LIFE
1. The Hill versus Lawlor football 
game always draws a crowd.
2. Lauryn Robinson goes up for 
a jump ball to kick off the Lady 
Jackets Season.
3. The Yellow Jackets get ready 
to attack.
4. The theatre fills as SCAB 
prepares to show Monster's U.
5. Students enjoy a little bit of 
bro/sis bonding at the beach 
ball volleyball tournament.
Music is pervasive on Cedarville’s campus:
one doesn’t need to look long before finding someone with 
a guitar. This semester’s music events offered a myriad of 
shows and concerts, from student recitals to Encounter 
Worship Nights to concerts by Lindenbrook and The Icarus 
Account, Cedarville welcomed special guest artist Dr. Leslie 
Tung, Heartsong and Jubilate took to the stage together, and 
Cedarville’s own OneVoice Gospel Choir hosted the annual 
GospelFest. It is written that we should sing and make 
music to the Lord in our hearts - and here at Cedarville, 
we take that seriously.
MUSIC EVENTS
1. Thomas Redic and One Voice sing 
out to God.
2. Jason Carnegis uses his talents 
to worship.
3. Cedarville students create a 
mural to show their worship 
during Gospel Fest.
4. The band at Encounter starts the 
year off with a focus on bringing 
God the glory.
GETTING STARTED
Some might say that Getting Started is
the same every year: it is always blistering hot, there is always 
a long line to get student IDs, and parents will always badger 
their usually-reluctant child to stand with the Yellow Jacket 
for a photo. Perhaps all of that is true, but there is always one 
difference: the freshmen themselves. Yes, there will always 
be long lines full of jittery students about to embark on their 
next big adventure. But those lines contain new faces, and 
with each new face comes a new story to be told - a new 
story to hear.
2. Freshmen find their first group of 
college friends!
3. A new freshman eagerly awaits her 
dorm key.
4. Res Life staff Jason Reep, Scott 
Stephens, Jon Moss, and Jordan 
Hellwig welcome a new group of 
Lawlor guys.
5. Students kick off the school year 
with SGA Worship Night.
In just a few short years, this photo 
of freshmen at the clock with Dr. 
White will be hanging in the SSC.
1.
HOMECOMING PARADE
Homecoming is a time that brings the
Cedarville family together again. Alumni see their old college 
friends again, and students get to hear about the legacy 
of our school. This year, students celebrated Spirit Week 
leading up to the weekend’s events. Each day had a unique 
theme that encouraged students to dress up and attend an 
event that raised money for the SGA ministry, GROW. Nights 
held bonfires, karaoke, Monday night football, and special 
meals in Chucks.
1. Dr. White and his family toss candy 
to the crowds.
2. Officer Bowersox throws some 
jokes about the cuts at Cedarville in 
the parade.
3. Sam Deloye and Allie 
Butterworth wave to their 
adoring fans from the back of 
their convertible in the parade.
4. David Wright and Jared 
Vanderbeck show off their 
skills while sitting on top of a 
car in the parade.
5. AJ Luther shows off a senior design 
project in the Homecoming parade.
HOMECOMING WEEKEND
1. Two freshmen pull their boat 
from the water after a long and 
treacherous paddle through 
Cedar Lake.
2. Ian Mortenson plays the drums 
for the jazz concert for students 
and Alumni.
3. Students set up for the Legacy 
Banquet, where Cedarville 
thanks those who have provided 
financial support.
4. Freshmen prepare to meet the 
monsters of Cedar Lake.
5. Casey Gollihue spends some time 
with her best friend, the Bee.
One of the most popular homecoming
events is the cardboard canoe race. Freshmen shivered 
nervously beside their creations and sophomores stood 
ready to cheer when someone’s boat inevitably sank, the 
shame of last year’s failure becoming slightly easier to bear. 
Early Saturday morning was the parade, with Orgs and local 
businesses showing their spirit by marching and throwing 
candy to kids and ravenous college kids. The Homecoming 
nominees perfected their royal waves as they rode through 
the town, waving to the their admirers. A time of coming 
together and reflecting on the year behind and the year ahead, 
Homecoming was a favorite for all.
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(front row left-to-right) Chris Anderson, Joel Twinem, Daniel Rigby, Aaron Plummer, Zach Harris, Zack Gatlin.
(second row) Spencer Petersheim, Jeremy Hoppe, Mitch Goodling, Todd McKinley, Ethan Shula, Timmy Waller, Eric Hoober, Joe Davison.
(third row) Assistant Athletic Trainer Kurt Beachy Student Athletic Trainer Ryan Gemert, Student Athletic Trainer Kaylee Newman, Ethan Lee, Ethan Dewhurst, 
Paulo Diniz, Jarrett Kersten, Assistant Coach Grant Knight, Assistant Coach Glen Duerr, Interim Head Coach Brett Faro.
(back row) Connor Gilmour, Christian Alexander, Dillon King, Connor Scott, Jared Newman, Grant Kovac, Jon Earl, Justin Santoro.
(not pictured -  Stephen Morris)
MEN’S SOCCER
“Being a part of Cedarville Soccer
has had an unspeakable impact on my life by giving me 27 
close brothers who are always seeking to sharpen me and 
one another on and off the field. Cedarville Soccer has given 
me the awesome opportunity to be a part of something much 
bigger than myself and to use my talents and abilities as an act 
of worship to God."
-  Eric Hoober
WINS: 13
LOSSES: 3 
TIES: 4
1. Freshman Joel Twinem is ahead 
of the pack as he sprints toward 
the ball.
2. Sophomore Zach Harris takes the 
ball past the defense.
3. Junior Connor Scott dribbles 
around a defender.
4. sophomore Christian Alexander
sets up a kick.
1. Sophomore Kaleigh Rowlands
takes the ball around the defense.
2. Sophomore Sara Rogers dribbles 
the ball around an opponent.
3. The opponent stretches for 
possession of the ball, but Junior 
Elise Hurley keeps it just out of 
her reach.
4. Freshman Grace Mioreili steals 
from the competition.
“I am so incredibly thankful for
the four years I was able to spend as part of the CUWS family. 
These girls have an amazing love for God that overflows into 
their passion for the game and the care that they have for one 
another. They have taught me how to love unconditionally and 
selflessly and how to play the game for a greater purpose."
-  Deanrte Bradshaw
WINS: 15
LOSSES: 7
WOMEN’S SOCCER
(front row left-to-nght) Grace Mioreili. Kaitlyn Stiles. Elizabeth Cox, Ashlee Wilson, Deanne Bradshaw. Sarah Storkel, Elise Hurley.
(second row) Kaleigh Rowlands. Susanna Mathew. Rachel Hoober Kylie Faxon, Jacoby Ziegler, Katie Wormald, Carla Halvorson, Hannah Lyons.
(third row) student Athletic Trainer Jessica Pearson. Hannah Velloney. Chandra Swiech. Kristie Wolff Sara Rogers, Melissa Ruhfman, Carissa Van Dyck, 
Maggie DeLoye. Oliva Moore, student Assistant Chloe West.
(back row) student Athletic Trainer Becca Williams. Assistant Coach Kevin Roper, Assistant Coach Brianne Barnes. Molly Stark, Hanna Harris. Christine 
Faulds. Carly Gregory Head Coach John McGillivray, Reserve Coach Sara Savard, Assistant Athletic Trainer Amanda Meade
Miami Invitational: 5th of 7 
Ohio Invitational: 2nd of 5 
Friendship Invitational: 1st of 11 
All-Ohio Championship: 5th of 41 
Appalachian State: 2nd of 28 
G-MAC Championship: 1st of 8 
NCAA Dll Regionals: 3rd of 29 
NCCAA Nationals: 8th of 33 
NCAA Nationals: 15th of 32
MEN’S CROSS COUNTRY
-  Gregory Johnson
(sitting left-to-right) Joel Dennison, Matt Cheney, Kyle Gerhart, Matt Brooker, Colin Phillips.
(second row) Greg Johnson, Ben Tuttle, Neil Klinger, Ryan Gustafson, Wyatt Hartman, James Niemiec.
(third row) student Assistant Jacob Dubie, Nathan Kilgore, Forrest Thayer, Jacob Walter, Philip Dannelly, Team Chaplain Bud May, Head coach Paul Orchard, 
(back row) Mikhail Bohlman, Jonathan Bitner, Joe Niemiec, Tyler Greenwood, Nathaniel Burrell, Jon Van Dyke, Erik Johnson, (not pictured -
“Being a part of this team was,
and continues to be, a large part of my Cedarville story. The 
two are inseparable in my mind. I think that this team has 
helped teach me what it means to be ‘Excellent’. That’s what 
our team pursues. Before every race we cheer ’All for the Glory 
of God’. And we mean it. Cross Country is my Cedarville Story.”
1. Three Cedarville men overtake 
the competition.
2. Cedarville’s Clay Watson sprints 
ahead of the competition.
3. Teammates join together in prayer.
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{Sitting left-to-right) Louise Van Matre Ali Logan. Joanna Wheatley Jennifer Stallard. Nicole Watterud 
(second row) Elisa Cherry. Jasmin Banachowski. Abby Niemiec Kacy Dunn, JoHanna Sanders. Melina Artmayer
(third row) Head Coach Jeff Bolender. Kristen Laaman. Alexandra Archambault Hailey Bredeson. Megan Ball. Olivia Esbenshade. Kathryn Sill 
(back row) Mary Kearney. Gina Mattes. Kate Havard. Bethany Norman. Tabitha DeHart. Melanie Redfield. Rachel Groh
WOMEN’S CROSS COUNTRY
Queen City: 10th of 15 
Friendship Invitational: 7th of 11 
All-Ohio Championship: 21st of 42 
Gettysburg Invitational: 6th of 27 
G-MAC Championship: 1st of 9 
NCAA Dll Regionals: 21st of 27 
NCCAA Nationals: T6 of 31
1. A pack of Yellow Jackets races for 
the win.
2. Joanna Wheatley pulls away from 
the crowd
3. Cedarville takes off as another 
race begins.
“Running on the cross country team
has been one of the most challenging things I’ve ever done. 
The sport requires endurance in a way few other sports do, 
requiring not only physical discipline but mental, emotional, 
and spiritual discipline as well. Running at Cedarville is not just 
a sport; it is a lifestyle. The women’s team is also one of the 
closest communities I’ve ever been part of and a place where 
I’ve been able to experience and show the love of Christ in 
tangible ways.”
-  Tabitha DeHart
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5nt row left-to-rlght) Kristin Cardwell Maddie Anderson, Sarah Simpson. Abby Shelton, Lori Inkrott Angela Becker
(middle row) Student Assistant Megan Moffitt, Head Athletic Trainer Chris Cross, Head Coach Doug Waiters, Assistant Coach Torey DeLozier, Student 
Assistant Rebecca Hughes, student Athletic Trainer Larissa Miller.
(back row) Alyssa Barkley, Tori Thompson, Kelsey Christiansen. Hannah Wagner. Rachel Krikke. Stephanie Rogers. Amanda Bell
WOMEN’S VOLLEYBALL
“Being a part of the volleyball team
has been a huge part of my life at Cedarville. I 
feel incredibly lucky to have had the opportunity 
to play a sport that I love with my best friends for 
the past four years.”
-  Stephanie Rogers
WINS: 23
LOSSES: 14
1. Sophomore Tori Thompson goes 
up for a block.
2. The team rejoices over a point.
3. Sophomore Kristen Cardwell sets 
the ball for her teammate.
4. The women’s volleyball team gears 
up for another match.
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INTRAMURALS
Intramural sports in the fall were a great
way for Cedarville students to be involved because they were 
able to enjoy the beauty in our community and get to know 
other students. Students could get involved in beachball 
volleyball, soccer, ultimate frisbee, flag football and tennis, as 
well as many other sports. Intramurals got freshmen out of their 
dorms and away from their gaming consoles, and seniors were 
pulled from their houses all around town to come and enjoy 
creation, exercise, and fellowship. Intramurals let us play for fun 
but also let out our competitive energy, because after all, it’s all 
about the t-shirt.
1. It's a beautiful day for football.
2. Intramurals are always a good 
excuse for a homework break 
and a little exercise, as Nathanael 
Smith knows.
3. Colleen Hord sets up a play.
4. Christian Frey dribbles past 
an opponent.
5. Adam Pitman looks to get rid of 
the ball before an imminent tackle.
CLUB SPORTS
Cedarville is a place where people can
come together with a mutual passion and work together to 
achieve a goal. One area that this is especially obvious is in 
club sports. These sports are fueled by students who are 
passionate about unique sports. Three club sports that we 
have are Ultimate Frisbee, Rugby, and Swimming. These teams 
have been massively successful due to the determination of the 
team members and leaders.
1. The Cedarville swim team is all 
smiles in thier home pool.
2. Amanda Milier kicks extra hard to 
stay ahead of the competition.
3. Kevin Brown does a flawless 
breaststroke.
4. The Cedarville Ultimate team plays 
hard to get a win.
1. The Rugby team goes hard 
against Wittenberg.
2. Cedarville's rugby team executes a 
flawless line out.
3. Some members of the 
rnarksmenship club show 
off their targets.
4. Liz VanderWali goes out for a hunt.
5. The rnarksmenship club takes aim.
6. A Wittenberg player lunges 
for the ball, but he is no match 
for the Jackets.
SGA
SGA President Dylan Gimo and
Vice President Grace Sincock had an intentional and 
specific vision this year: “Foster unity and spark identity." In 
accomplishing this vision, they planned multiple events to 
reach out to various parts of campus. Org Wars, a weeklong 
battle to see which org would reign supreme, fostered unity 
between campus organizations. A Cedarville favorite, Mission 
Impossible, returned again, when students got to creep around 
campus, channeling their inner Tom Cruise, A new event called 
“Late Night with SGA” gave students the feeling of being in 
an audience at a midnight talk show. They played hilarious 
videos in chapel, but also brought people to tears when Faa, 
the founder of GROW, the SGA philanthropy focus of the year, 
spoke in chapel. SGA did such a great job we’ll ignore that time 
that they sent us all spam messages on Twitter.
1. SGA Chaplain TJ Pancake and 
President Dylan Cimo laugh over a 
joke at Late Night with SGA.
2. Zach Sirois vies for his place as 
Top Chef.
3. The Org Wars planning committee 
celebrate a successful event.
4. The SGA Executive Council consists 
of chaplain TJ Pancake, President 
Dylan Cimo, and Vice President 
Grace Sincock.
2. CU in the Community, one of the 
student body’s favorite service 
events, returns this fall, allowing 
students to go into the village to rake 
and do yardwork for our neighbors.
3. Excited seniors gather at the Senior 
Class Party where free pizza and 
fellowship are the main highlights.
4. Junior class president David Wright 
organizes a group of volunteers during 
CU in the Community.
1. This year’s class council works 
together to organize events, lead 
chapels, and serve the student body.
“We need to look through the lens of Christ and make sure 
everything that we do is worthy."
Parker McGoldrick, freshman class chaplain
“God didn’t need to use Moses. God chose to use him.”
Steve Clark, sophomore class chaplain
“Our fellowship with God never has to deal with proximity, 
because God is always with us."
Joel Wasserstein, junior class chaplain
“See, the whole time life occurs, and all these things happen 
to us, we are looking everywhere else. But He is just standing 
there, and He is saying, ‘Just look to Me.’”
Tyler Nylen, senior class chaplain
CLASS COUNCIL
(front row; left-right) ' ■ ■, Renaod. Raven Simmons. Krissy Tarry, Jlllian WSMert, Abbey Martin. Parker McGoldrick
[second row) t West, Steve Clark. Richard Kelly. Zach Curtis. Jared Wanos?beck, Ali Logan
timid now) <ny Milter. Rebecca Nell. uavRf Wright. Jacob Countryman. Joel W*sserstein. Caytlln VanEtten
(fourth row) Caleb Mssley, Ashley Moore, Becky Houston. Tyler Nyran, Jessica Daiinke
Did you know that Cedarville’s Debate
Team ranked Number one in the country this year? Did you 
know Cedarville had a Debate Team? Academic teams - 
including Debate - abound at Cedarville, competing across the 
country in everything from speech to engineering to business 
to politics. The Model UN Team received top awards in regional 
tournaments, while the Forensics Team traveled as far as 
California to compete in Christian Nationals, earning first place 
in their division. Engineering teams such as Super Mileage and 
Aero Design put classroom studies to practical use, traveling 
all over the country to compete alongside large universities.
As these teams traveled, they represented both Cedarville 
and Christ, demonstrating grace and compassion as they 
competed.
ACADEMIC TEAMS
1. Members of the solar boat team 
compete on the national level.
2. Cedarville’s Debate Team compete 
across the US through the National 
Parliamentary Debate Association.
3. The Cedarville Model UN Team 
participate as delegates to various 
UN Committees, competing with 
schools across the country.
4. The Enactus team works diligently 
to plan events, bring in speakers, 
and compete.
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1. Kyle Carson and Teddy Carlson
work on their fuel-efficient car.
2. John Hopkins works hard for his 
engineering team.
3. Abby Clark, Morgan Bergoon, 
Rae McKee, and Rebecca 
Adams, members of the 
Forensics Team, proudly display 
tournament awards.
4. Laura Schrol! contributes her talent 
to the project.
5. Daniel Cape and Krister 
Samuelson work steadily on 
their designs.
COMMUNITY MINISTRIES
The scope of missions work doesn’t just
include the world abroad. Cedarville students have incredible 
opportunities to serve alongside peers in the local community 
and in the States. Groups like K9s at the Ville volunteered at 
4Paws 4Ability in Xenia, class council provided opportunities 
for students to serve our neighbors this autumn by raking 
leaves, and student groups traveled to nearby cities to serve 
in schools, churches, and hospitals. Going into all the world 
means going into the world around us. As we learn in the 
classroom what it means to be a Christ-following nurse, 
journalist, actor, and engineer, community ministries give us 
the opportunity to put our gifts into practice - wherever we 
may find ourselves.
1.
2 .
3.
4.
Courtney Raymond tutors a 
tricky division problem at CedarCliff 
Elementary.
A puppy will melt even a college 
man's heart.
Cedarville plays host to one Awana 
Games event every year.
Danielle Swanson tutors e s l  at 
Kieser Elementary.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
Students travel to Ohio State with an 
evangelism ministry.
Students bond when they minister 
together at The Attic, a youth 
ministry.
Students pack boxes for Operation 
Christmas Child.
Sam Harris serves as a Young 
Life leader.
Amy Cuddington ministers at 
Shepherd’s College in Wisconsin 
over Spring Break.
Students stand alongside 
community members to 
dedicate Christmas shoeboxes.
One of Cedarville’s great passions
is missions. We did this through campus ministries, but also 
through MIS trips. These trips were typically over spring or 
summer break and took students all over the world, including 
Eleuthera, the Amazon, Haiti, and Peru. Students were given 
the opportunity to learn about cultures around the world 
and bring God to areas that may never be reached without 
missions. MIS trips were also powerful because the teams took 
time before the trip to get to know each other to become strong 
and unified so that when they boarded their buses or planes 
they were ready to work together for Christ’s cause. While most 
trips were a week, some were a month of the summer. MIS 
trips gave students a chance to engage their world and to put 
their education into practice.
1. Discipleship council travels
to Arizona to minister together 
as a team.
2. The Luke Commission, a ministry in 
Swaziland founded by two Cedarville 
alumni, Echo and Harry Van der Wal, 
provides HIV screening for children 
and parents.
3. Arianna Cheng, center, teaches 
English in Hungary.
4. Nursing student Elise Newcomer 
serves in Togo, Africa.
MISSION TRIPS
1. Andrina Doellstedt serves in
Uganda with World Vision.
2. in Peru, Catherine Willms
distributes Bibles with Wycliffe.
3. Cedarville students serve 
in Swaziland with The 
Luke Commission.
4. Student alumni relations org DAE 
takes a trip to Peru.
5. Elise Newcomer makes new 
friends in Haiti.
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MUSIC GROUPS
1. Emma Patterson leads worship 
alongside her fellow musicians.
2. Michael Pettus, a member of 
Heartsong, sings and plays guitar 
for chapel.
3. Women and men of Jubilate sing 
praises in chapel.
4. John Holeman share their gifts as 
chapel band leaders.
Music brings people together.
Two major music groups on campus are Heartsong and 
OneVoice. Both of these groups had the chance to travel 
around the country - and even the world - using their music as 
a ministry to others. When long-time OneVoice leader Justin 
Spann left this year, the choir was taken over by a group 
of students led by senior social work major Ashlynn Kelly. 
HeartSong sent teams out on weekends to many camps and 
events to share the gospel. In the summer, they sent teams 
to churches, camps, and LIFT ministries, a camp that tours 
around to college campuses within the US. By sending these 
teams out, we were able to reach more students and capture 
their hearts for the Lord and possibly recruit new members to 
continue the passionate legacy of HeartSong.
CONCERTS
1. The Cedarville Jazz Band, 
conducted by Professor M ike 
DiCuirci serenades students at 
Christmastime.
2. Orchestra members play a piece for 
a concert.
3. Professor BrtfCe Curlette takes the 
stage at an orchestra concert.
4. Cellos play a haunting and beautiful 
final note.
5. Members of Women's Choir perform 
for concert attendees.
With nine instrumental and vocal
ensembles, the Cedarville University music program performed 
over ten concerts throughout the academic year, with more 
groups traveling and touring off-campus. General Recitals, 
performed by both students and faculty, also showcased 
the musical talent here at Cedarville. With over one hundred 
students participating in some way in ensembles and vocal 
groups, the music program flourished far beyond classroom 
and practice-room work. Notable concerts included the 
Community Christmas Concert, High School Music Showcase, 
and a new event this year called Arts Madness, uniting the 
visual, performing, and musical arts on campus.
The lights came up three times on
the Cedarville stage this year, bringing with them moments 
of intrigue, romance, drama, and plenty of laughs. The 
season opened with Shakespeare’s The Taming o f the 
Shrew, cleverly adapted for the Cedarville stage as a 1950s 
rom-com, directed by Matthew Moore. This winter brought 
Jane Austen’s classic Pride and Prejudice to the stage, adapted 
by Jon Jory and directed by Dr. Diane Merchant. As winter 
waned into spring, the season came to a close with Alfred 
Hitchcock’s The 39 Steps. Rebecca Baker directed this farce, 
a stunning feat of technical theatre with four actors playing over 
100 characters.
1. Four actors — Eric Rasmussen, 
David Widder-Varhegyi, 
Chandler Hull, and Adam Silorey
— portrays over 100 characters in 
The 39 Steps.
2. Abby Cline embodies Kate’s snark, 
edge, and sass with her facial 
expressions and posture in The
Taming of the Shrew.
3. Richard Hannay (Adam Silorey) 
hangs on for dear life in the midst of 
a 39 Steps police chase.
4. Chandler Hull plays a simple 
country wife named Margaret in The 
39 Steps.
THEATRE PRODUCTIONS
1. Mrs. Bennett (Heather Barker)
rejoices over news of new bachelor 
neighbors as Mr. Bennett (Ben 
Lenox) contemplates his wife’s 
incredulity in the opening scene of 
Pride and Prejudice.
2. Jane Austen’s famous literary 
couple, Mr. Darcy (David Widder-- 
Varhegyi) and Elizabeth Bennett 
(Madison Hart) finally embrace.
3. The Shrew Crew (Kevin Hicks, 
Danielle Hutchison, Robert 
Rhodes, Alisha Symington,
Caleb Peterson, Anna Zavodney)
provide musical entertainment 
throughout The Taming of the Shrew.
4. Petruchio (Ben LeilOX) and Kate 
struggle over power in The Taming of 
the Shrew.
5. Many proposals occur during Pride 
and Prejudice, including that of Jane 
(Charissa Curby) and Mr. Bingley 
(Kyle Reilly).
6. Elizabeth Bennett embodies many 
opposing themes, including derision 
and love, pride and humility, and 
prejudice and acceptance.
Winter hit Cedarville hard this year.
We lasted through two polar vortexes and enjoyed two snow days. In 
elemgntaiy, a snow day means sledding and snow angeis and braving 
the elements. College snow days meant coffee and blankets and Netflix 
binges. The camgus was wrapped in a cozy blanket of aniow and ice for
months. We bundled up m scarves and; mittens .■/ 
walking around the tundra-like campus. The SSC s 
Christmas spirit by covering the ceiling in ornamai 
sledding hill. Winter dragged on into FaEii-iuary and
i rnn;: s 1 r e : irought the hope Of brighter oays ..
Jnity: bonding over hot chocolate and good books1
ss demand? 
led us with 
nd having an indoor 
ch, but the eany
T
Inter in Cedarvilli
oocourpgo^ oommu i k^
as possible the roaring fire at Stoney Creek.
1. Cedenvllle Is hit with a brutal 
winter, but students still find 
a way to have tun
2. In a moment of high school 
Tostalgia, girls ask the guys to the 
Sadie Hawkins Dance, held in Altord 
AudiiBdum
3. It is easJR wariffup on i  chilly ™gl 
— e s b e j ly  if is learning to 
salsa d rw s '
4. John! Hopkins and Peyton Green
pose iwith their siblings and friends,
winners of Miracle Yearbook’s Lil
STUDENT LIFE
Students come together to 
pack Operation Christmas Child 
shoeboxes for the Xenia chapter of 
the mission.
When the wind chill is below freezing, 
it isn’t such a big deal to wait in a 
line - as long as it is inside!
A group of engineering students 
builds an igloo around the rock.
The Dream Event features music, 
spoken word, and live art, telling the 
story of Martin Luther King, Jr.
Travis Cottrell and his band 
perform for students and 
conference attendees.
The winter is a time of burrowing into
bed and avoiding the whistling winds of Cedarville. But SCAB 
doesn’t support this hermit lifestyle. The events crew worked 
harder than ever this winter to supply students with exciting 
weekend plans - even when the snow was blowing and the 
roads were slick. First, the Winter Blast welcome back party 
featured D esp icab le  M e 2. In February, the ALT featured 
H unger Gam es: C atch ing  Fire, complete with a wrestling 
bouncy house game and an archery lesson. This winter also 
brought an amazing Lil’ Sibs weekend with a gym full of 
bouncy houses and laser tag. Finally, this winter gave us a 
college snow day, and SCAB came through with Toy S to ry  3 
showings and activities in the SSC to channel our inner child.
SPECIAL GUESTS
Though the new semester kicked off
with a snow day, the missions conference went on without 
a hitch. Nathan Lino, pastor of Northeast Houston Baptist 
Church, was the featured speaker for the week. Other missions 
conference speakers included Gracia Burnham and Bill Petite. 
Despite the bitter cold of the first few months of the semester, 
the University family came together in chapel to listen to 
teaching and testimony from many others. Authors Bob and 
Dannah Gresh, both Cedarville alumni, held the stage and read 
God’s Word. Cedarville legends Dr. Paul Dixon and Dr. David 
Jeremiah made appearances as well.
1. Nathan Lino, a pastor from Texas, 
is the featured speaker at the 
missions conference.
2. Dr. David Jeremiah dedicates the 
Cedarville edition of the Jeremiah 
Study Bible.
3. Missionaries from around the world 
bow in prayer as the missions 
conference begins.
4. Gracia Burnham shares the Word 
and her story with students.
MUSIC EVENTS
The winter may have been a harsh one,
but Cedarville never stopped singing. The campus was alive 
with music as spring semester kicked into gear. Travis Cottrell 
performed for conference attendees and students alike during 
the Worship 4:24 conference, and country singer Collin Raye 
gave a Concert for Life on Valentine’s Day. Local Cedarville 
artists shared their talents as well during Bach’s Lunch, recitals, 
and showcase concerts. In February, dozens of high school 
musicians came together at Cedarville to learn and perform 
together for their family and community.
2.
3.
4.
Sarah Sosa, Ashiynn Kelly, 
and Abby Butts perform 
with Heartsong
Worshipping as part of the Cedarville 
community is one of the highlights of 
students’ four years.
Eddie Liggitt, also known 
as Lindenbrook, tones it down 
on acoustic.
1. Travis Cottrell and Jubilate perform 
in chapel.
OPEN DORMS
1. A Printy unit is decked out for the 
holiday - celebrating cats.
2. In a strange and unfortunate twist
of fate, Open Dorm attendees find 
Santa Claus amidst the celebration
3. Printy recreates the Titanic.
4. Joe! Wasserstein impersonates 
the fearsome Abonimable 
Snowman.
the men. Some of the standout female halls were “The 
Gingerbread Man’s Journey," where students could walk 
through the human body as if they were cookies. In Printy, 
an American Girl Doll-themed unit took many girls back to 
elementary school for an evening.
Every year in December the dorms of
Cedarville are flung open and covered in decorations for 
students to enjoy. This year brought us the “St. Clairport” — 
the whole dorm worked together to bring students on a fateful 
plane ride that crashed in Russia, sending us out into the 
swirling snow. A hall in Rickard did "Social Media Christmas,” 
showing the college kids’ love for Snapchat, Twitter, Instagram, 
Skype — and total rejection of MySpace. “McChesney Lower 
Back Pain,” a hall-turned-nursing home, took first place for
1. Always a crowd favorite, Just Dance 
makes a reappearance at this year’s 
Campus Christmas events.
2. A new addition, the sledding hill in 
the Upper SSC invites us all to be 
kids again.
3. A member of Denver and the Mile 
High Orchestra serenades students 
and community members alike.
4. SCAB surprises the student 
body with an ice skating rink 
in Up-Chucks.
5. Students decorate ornaments in the 
Lower SSC.
Campus Christmas at Cedarviile refuses
to disappoint. Students wondered what would happen this year, 
since we didn't have Dr. Brown to read us Christmas stories. 
But, as always, SCAB pulled through and put on an amazing 
night of music, games, and fellowship. Denver and the Mile 
High Orchestra kicked things off with a swingin’ concert in 
the chapel. The party then boogied on over to the SSC, where 
there was ice-skating in Up-Chucks, midnight breakfast, and 
karaoke. Ornament and cookie decorating consumed the lower 
SSC, while a massive game of Just Dance 4 took over the front 
lobby. Students got to enjoy a celebration of the most wonderful 
time of the year - and got pumped up for the week of finals 
looming ahead.
2
CAMPUS CHRISTMAS
“Being a part the basketball team
at Cedarville has allowed me to not only play the game I love, 
but it has also given me the opportunity to share the love of 
Christ with others. Cedarville basketball is about playing for 
Christ and becoming better men in the process, and I am 
honored to be a part of that. The relationships I have built 
through basketball will last far longer than my actual basketball 
career ever will.”
-  Lane Vander Hulst
WINS: 10
LOSSES: 18
MEN’S BASKETBALL
1. Freshman JC Faubion looks for an 
open teammate.
2. Jason Cllffee, a junior, dribbles 
around a defender.
3. Suspended a head above the rest, 
Jason Cllffee lines up for the shot.
4. Freshman Austin Pickett moves 
swiftly around the defense.
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1. Junior Raegan Ryan takes aim at 
the basket.
2. Kaysie Britten ham, a sophomore, 
takes the ball down the court.
3. Sophomore Taylor Vander Pias
searches for an open teammate.
4. Raegan Ryan sets up a play.
“Looking back on my years here
at Cedarville, I realize how every practice, every game, every 
drop of sweat, and every tear has better prepared me not only 
as an athlete, but as a woman of Christ. My coaches have 
instilled in me more than just basketball skills; they have instilled 
Godly principles, the importance of integrity, and what it looks 
like to use basketball as a platform for our Savior. This game 
may be out of my life soon, but the memories, the lessons, and 
the friendships that I’ve experienced here at Cedarville, will last 
with me forever.”
-  Kayla Jenerette WINS; 18
LOSSES: 10
TEAM SPIRIT
When the Yellow Jackets are in for a
home game, rarely is there an empty seat in the bleachers. 
Cedarville fans pack the house for what is sure to be an 
exciting match - hopefully with a blue and yellow victory. 
Cheerleaders keep the energy up, flipping through the air as 
the pep band plays on. Whether it’s the fight song, the alma 
mater, or a classic rock tune, when a time out comes, the air 
fills with music. Special theme nights keep things interesting: 
superheros, crazy outfits, and knock-out competitions were 
just some of the events hosted in the gym this year.
1. In true Braveheart spirit, a fierce 
competitor seizes the opportunity for 
tug-o-war glory.
2. Members of the cheerleading squad 
give the Jacket a lift.
3. A super cheerleader pumps up 
the fans.
4. The pep band, directed by Ed 
Supplee, provides the music for 
home games.
1. AM Bigler is truly incredible, 
surrounded by an entourage of 
prospective students.
2. A fearless cheerleader sets up a 
front-hand spring.
3. The student section is packed with 
fans this season, supporting the 
teams with various theme
nights -  like a white-out!
4. Jasmine Montes and ur Sibs 
enjoy a night at the game.
5. The Yellow Jacket, our most 
faithful fan, watches the action 
from the sidelines.
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SPRING EVENTS
This is when the world is new again.
Perhaps it's ^tjliche, some storybook telling of springtime complete with 
baby bunnies inn daffodils. But the warmth16f AprlPis a welcome sign, 
cliche as it may b e tte r  a winleMike this one. Ever April itself couldn't 
defeat the colo outfight ■ the show Fptwrned once more in the middle 
of the month, if only to remind us thStlfriere'i? much we do not control./  • k . i  , if  a
But the warmth die settle'inr, m^t much Fencing (tarn, sheering 
students. Like a b90e bumbling its.way put athiaemftl^n-.'we retum@d-to 
the outdoors, bringing wilhfolKpiir clubs'amj tennis bails for a round of 
campus golf Ragtag ultima® frispee 'p§ms.Smerged for pickup games 
in the space between A^pl^an^SWilliams, and oundj lovebirds took.their 
places or the BTS steps, once mare (l&auseihgre-is nothing awkward 
about uWe. right?). As cliche as it may be, Safe embraq^the life-agem 
image of spring. The mere weeks between spring break and Easter 
t  aren't the least stressful ones,by any means, buUat:-lea*st'the 'lowers start 
’ to!grovy again. Even the flowers are a grace weaon't earn ourselves, 
sf reminder that the long winters, oyer, that-our stories have not been 
frostbitten to the point o. n > 'eturp. the tulips rise Up, and so. do we.
1. Cedarville students volunteer as 
group leaders for CedarMania.
2. Students enjoy K9 at the Ville’s 
Puperoni Night.
3. Always resourceful, the men of 
Lawlor find ways to make their 
own fun.
4. Audience members at the 
Inversions concert play a 
round of Musical Chairs.
SPECIAL GUESTS
1. Dr. Al Mohler, president of The 
Southern Baptist Theological 
Seminary, speaks to students for two 
days in chapel.
2. Dr. Deforia Lane, a Cedarville 
trustee and music therapist at 
University Hospitals in Cleveland, 
addresses those gathered in chapel.
3. Cedarville alumnus, author, and 
founder of Pure Freedom, Dannah 
Gresh, brings the Word in chapel, a 
day after her husband. Bob, spoke.
4. Drew Hensley preaches to 
students during chapel.
For many, the stretch between
spring break and graduation is full of tests, projects, and end- 
of-year banquets, leaving little time, it seems, to focus on the 
spiritual renewal that spring brings. Thankfully, this spring’s 
special guests provided a welcome relief from our busy days. 
Academics like Dr. Al Mohler and Dr. Jason Lee focused 
more on preaching, while others spoke on God’s grace and 
providence in their own personal experiences, like Dr. Deforia 
Lane and Mark Whitacre. Students also heard from Bret Lott, 
author of fourteen books on subjects including faith and writing.
STUDENT LIFE
This spring, students enjoyed
a wide variety of events, like a glow in the dark 5K race put 
on by the Health and Fitness Org, JS, ELLIV, the Philanthropy 
Race to the Rescue 5K and 10K, spring theatre events both 
on and off campus, and, of course, the faithful return of ALT 
Nights. DTR’s Chaos show returned this spring, along with an 
Inversions show to benefit GROW and the Cedarville World Fair. 
Students also just love to be outside in spring, whether that 
be through joining an intramural sport, playing campus golf, or 
even setting up a slackline between the trees by Maddox.
1 Rodrigo Reis serenades his 
audience during Mr. Cedarville..
2. Students flock to Monte and the 
Culinary Committee for fruit night.
3. Josh Thifauit darts around his 
defender during a game 
of basketball.
4. Students take off during Race 
to the Rescue, a 5K/1 OK 
supporting GROW.
5. Rob Turner teaches middle 
schoolers and their leaders at this 
year's CedarMania, Dying to Live.
MUSIC EVENTS
1. The Symphonic Band plays for 
diners in Chuck’s for Arts Madness.
2. Symphonic Band conductor Carlos 
Elias gets into the spirit during an 
Arts Madness performance.
3. Celtic rock band Homeland 
plays in the Hive as part of Arts 
Madness festivities.
4. A harp ensemble performs in 
the Hive.
A major music event this spring
was the return of Arts Madness. This five-day-long concert 
featured many different acts from the music department, 
including symphonic band and all the choirs singing songs 
from Les Mis, as well as an Irish band in the Hive. It kicked off 
with a large concert in the dining hall with food and drinks. 
Throughout the next few days, concerts took place all around 
the campus. Another music event was The Collaboration, an 
event put on by Dane Barnett and Brittany Larrabee. Many 
students from the school used their talents to raise money for 
missions. The show featured The Inversions, Aaron Mitello, 
Darris Sneed, Parker McGoldrick, Laura Scott, and many more. 
Cedarville is full of talented artists and musicians, and we were 
honored to be able to see them shine.
This year’s JS harkened back to the
Roaring Twenties. This Gatsby-style bash took place at the 
Cincinnati Music Hall and was an amazing night of glamour, 
dining, and dancing. Guests walked into the Grand Ballroom to 
see pearls, emeralds, and diamonds dripping from the tables. 
They took pictures in the photobooth, danced to the live jazz 
band, and mingled — with an air of sophistication, of course 
— with friends. Students then moved to their tables to feast on 
salad, chicken with mango salsa, and rice pilaf. They picked 
out their favorite of three gourmet cupcakes, sipping coffee and 
catching up. After dinner, the dancing began. When JS was 
over, we all tumbled out onto the streets of Cincinnati and went 
off to our various events. JS was amazing — after all, a little 
party never killed nobody.
1. Students kick off the dancing at JS 
with the Cha-Cha Slide.
2 Daniel Paulsen and his fiance 
Anna Lynn Barulich swing dance 
to match the spirit of the twenties.
3. Kristyna Zaharek, Kayleigh 
Clark, and Calvin Hitchcock lead
the dance.
4. Ransom Bearden and Lauren 
Holtzem swing into the night as the 
CU Jazz Band strikes up a tune.
ELLIV
What is in the mysterious case?
It was a question that plagued the minds of students in the 
weeks leading up to Elliv 2014. The answer? Well, only the 
coolest Elliv to date - so cool, even Bond himself would have 
approved. Students displayed their many talents throughout 
the evening, whether through song, dance, hosting, or playing 
an electric guitar behind their head. With acts ranging from a 
mellow rendition of Katy Perry’s “Roar” to a show-stopping 
performance of Aerosmith’s “Dream On,” Elliv lived up to its 
legacy as the biggest, loudest, most exciting show of the year.
1. Scotty Dykstra performs 
Macklemore's “Can't Hold Us.’’
2. Heidi Dayton makes good use of 
the runway, performing “Done” by 
The Band Perry.
3. This year’s hosts for the night are 
Heather Wismer and Ben Lenox.
4. Four students dressed as trophies — 
this year's costume winners — stand 
post outside the DMC before the 
festivities begin.
5. Abby Butts performs Whitney 
Houston's “I Wanna Dance with 
Somebody.”
(front row left-to-right) Erik Johnson. Tim De Jong, Jor-EI Sanchez. Andre Klaassen, Nathan Wrigiu. Jake Imhof, Andrew Yount. Phillip Lehman, Hainan 
Klgore, Matt he ey, Brad VUisler, Jacob Du hie
(second row) Tyler Greenwood. Joe Niemiec. Wyatt Hartman. Greg Johnson, Philip Dannelly Ben Tuttle. Jacob Walter, Michael Howard, Adam Foster, 
James Niemiec, Ryan Gustafson, Matt Brooker. Kyle Gerhart Joel Dennison, Tucker Rhoades
(third row) Head Coach Jeff Bolender, Jordan Adams, Jon Van Dyke. Forrest Thayer, Nathaniel Burrell, Ryan Sanderson, Aaron Harkness, Corey Caldwell, 
Matthew Bird, Beau Michaud. David Ypderr Jfired Vega, James Blackwell, Jonathan Bitner, Assistant Coach Jason Scott. Assistant Coach Paul Orchard
(Not pictured: Colin Phillips^ ,Clay Watson)
MEN’S TRACK
“Being a part of the track and field team
at Cedarville has opened my eyes to the truth of competing 
for Jesus. Everyone on the team is such an encouragement to 
each other, and they truly desire to give their talents to God."
— Ryan Sanderson
1. Junior James Blackwell is the sole 
pole vault competitor on the team.
2. A Cedarville runner passes an 
opponent on the final bend.
3. Freshman Jordan Adams
competes in shot put.
Miami Invitational: 5th of 7 
Ohio Invitational: 2nd of 5 
Friendship Invitational: 1st of 11 
All-Ohio Championship: 5th of 41
Appalachian State: 2nd of 28 
G-MAC Championship: 1st of 8 
NCAA Dll Regionals: 3rd of 29 
NCCAA Nationals: 8th of 33 
NCAA Nationals: 15th of 32
Queen City: 10th of 15 
Friendship Invitational: 7th of 11 
All-Ohio Championship: 21st of 42 
Gettysburg Invitational: 6th of 27 
G-MAC Championship: 1st of 9 
NCAA Dll Regionals: 21st of 27 
NCCAA Nationals: T6 of 31
1. This runner hits her stride and
sprints to the finish, closing in on the 
competition.
2. Abby Bonnsvie, a sophomore, 
nails a long jump landing.
“My coaches always push me to set
both short and long term goals. They have also shown me 
how my individual contributions benefit the team as a whole. 
Because of their encouragement, I have achieved more than I 
ever imagined I could in my field events, made friends that have 
become my Cedarville family, and developed habits to help me 
pursue excellence as I enter the workforce."
— Ruth Towne
WOMEN’S TRACK
(front row leff-to-right) Apbv Bnnnevie, Mary Kearney, Kathyrn Sill, Kate Havard, Jasmin Banachowski, Ali Logan, Tiera Martinelli, Nicole Watterude. 
Kristen l.aathaR. Bethai
(second row) I '  lilh  Jones, Brielle Pitney, Melanie Redfield, Hailey Bredeson, Louise Van Matre, Christina Gail, Abby Niemiec, Olivia
Esbenshade, ' ^ cy Dunn Megan Ball, Tabitha DeHart
(third row) Hea§<Q$ach Jeff Beleader, Anna Pomento. Alexandra Archambault, Nicole Deneseus, Valerie Kirk, Laura Farleman, Jo Sharp, Ruth Towne, 
Megan Glandon, Rachel Groh, Assistant Coach Jason Scott, Assistant Coach Paul Orchard. (Not pictured: Lauren Callahan, Elisa Cherry, Vivianna Hein)
“The tennis team has provided me
a group of brothers with whom to have fun, to compete with on 
the court, and to grow closer to God. We endeavor to point our 
opponents and each other to Christ through how we play, and 
we have a blast in the meantime. I wouldn’t trade my Cedarville 
tennis experience for anything.”
-  John Filcik
1. Jared Gerber reaches for the ball 
during a match.
2. The team huddles for a post­
match prayer.
3. As captain of the team, Jared 
Gerber leads by example both on 
and off the court.
WINS: 10
LOSSES: 18
MEN’S TENNIS
(kneeling left-to-rightytjfian Shomo, Adam Levesque, Stephen Combs, Joel Clark
(standing) Team C h a jj f irt Jeff Lewis, Austin Stokes, Jared Gerber, John Filcik, David Barton, Head Coach Alan Edlund. (Not pictured: Brian Grant)
__ _
(kneeling left-to-right) , t,
(standing) Head Coach Dr. S, Team Chaplain ,K Cl) Owermyei, Joy time. ; • . Associate Head Coach Dr.
WOMEN’S TENNIS
1. Senior Joy Dice sends up a serve.
2. Courtney Heydt, a senior, lines up 
a serve.
3. Joy Dice sends the ball back to 
her opponent.
“The tennis team has greatly impacted
my experience at Cedarville. It has been a great experience 
playing tennis and not only growing as a tennis player, but 
also growing spiritually and in relationships. I also enjoy our 
team Bible studies. We have a great team this year with a lot of 
talent.”
-  Emily Paul
WINS: 18
LOSSES: 10
^ront row (©(Uo-eight) Drew Johnson. David Lenliardt. Garrett Baker. Nate Robinson. Tvler Hurt Sam Summerlin. Marshall Johnson, Nathan Ban m il 
(middle row) Zach Huskey, Trent Johnson, Connor Hamilton, Oavio Bancroft, Jordan Adams, Sea'nTarkin, cafTf McVVilli^sJoSanAmmoa ChnsToxT 
Dan Larkin, Scott Kneeland ,
(back row) Head Coach Mike Manes, Assistant Coach Ben Galbreath, Peter Martin, Steve Cardwell, Jaden Cleland, Harrison Martin, Cole Swigert, Jesse 
Froese, Julio Miranda, Student Trainer Timmy Jailer, Assistant Athletic Trainer Kurt Beachy (Not pictured: Austin Bouquet)
#
BASEBALL
“Being part of the Cedarvilie baseball
team is like being part of a big family of brothers. We win 
together, lose together, deal with adversity together, and grow 
together. We are always pushing each other on and off the 
field. Most importantly, we are consistently building up and 
encouraging each other in Christ.”
-  Garrett Baker
1 David Bancroft, a sophomore, 
gears up for the pitch.
2. Junior Sam Summerlin throws a 
ball to a teammate.
3. Freshman Cole Swigert hits one 
out of the park.
WINS: 13
LOSSES: 3 
TIES: 4
1 c u  pitcher Kelsey Chapman winds 
up to fire a fast ball.
2 Kelsey Chapman, a senior, pitches 
another ball.
3 Christina Kirkpatrick slides onto 
base and is declared safe!
“After surviving grueling midnight
practices together, encouraging each other through brutal 200 
meter sprints, mutually plotting ways to prank the coaches, and 
continually reminding one another the true Audience we play 
for, the Cedarville Lady Jackets softball team is honestly what 
feels like “home” for me now. These godly women have each 
taught me in their own special way how to love and uplift one 
another as Christ loves the Church, all while having a lot of fun 
doing it. The memories I’ve made with this team will stick with 
me for many years to come.”
-  Christina Kirkpatrick WINS:15
LOSSES: 7
SOFTBALL
(front row left-to-right) Shannon Muldowney, Christina Kirkpatrick, Courtnie Spain, Carol Anne Rice, Tessa O’Doherty, Jennifer Spann
(middle row) Katie Woodard, Anna Church, Carlyn Hanzel, Monica Arslain, Katie Daniels, Nikki Eigsti, Samantha Hayner, Rachel Bull
(back row) Head Coach Wes Rowe, Assistant Coach Ann Rowe, Nicole Davis, Breanna Hughes, Cecelia DeBartoio, Jessica Palm, Kelsey Chapman, Assistant
Coach Kim Levinsky, student Manager Erin Hayes
“Playing on the golf team has been
far more than playing a game, carding a score, or winning a 
tournament. First, it has provided camaraderie and friendship; 
some of my closest friends are on the Cedarville golf team. 
Also, golfing for Cedarville has tested my mind, body, and 
character. Unlike most team sports, the odds of winning in golf 
are not 50%. Winning only on occasion teaches self-control, 
sportsmanship, and patience. Finally, playing for the Cedarville 
Men’s Golf Team has broadened my vision of the world. We 
have been blessed to travel around much of the United States. 
Interacting (and often worshipping God) with individuals in St. 
Louis, Wisconsin, Chicago, South Carolina, Nashville, and 
Florida has opened my eyes to life outside Cedarville.”
-  Jacob Forsythe
1. Jacob Forsythe, junior, watches his 
shot down the green.
2. Freshman John Sandlas hits his 
drive.
3. A Cedarville golfer lines up a putt.
GOLF
(kneeling left-to-right) Taylor Holt, Alex Cooley,Jordan Reese, John Sandlas, Jordan Giick, John Stonkus
(standing) Jacob Nafziger, Jaca  ^Forsythe, Derek Truninger, Spencer Summerlin, Jason Leigh, Brandon Spears, Head Coach Joe Poelzer
INTRAMURALS
1. Spencer Woody swerves around 
an opponent in an intense game of 
indoor soccer.
2. Luke Barulich glimpses the ball 
and waits for it to fly his way.
3. Teammates go for the ball, praying 
against a collision, during a sand 
volleyball match.
4. Two intramural teams battle wallyball 
out to the end.
Spring Intramurals bring freedom
to Cedarville’s campus. Many hours spent in libraries and dorm 
rooms make students eager to put their pent-up energy into 
activities like sand volleyball, ultimate frisbee, indoor soccer, 
and dodgeball. Students fly out of their dorms in crowds to 
get some vitamin D and let off steam. Spring intramurals bring 
joy and fun to what can usually be a stressful time with finals 
and work. Teams love to be creative with their names like the 
Kingdom Kickers and Your Mom. While the competition may 
be fierce, and a victory is a plus, intramurals serve as outlets for 
energy and fellowship among winter-weary college students.
COMMENCEMENT
1. Ben Lenox receives his diploma - 
and a hug from Jon Wood.
2. Scott Steward smiles as he marches 
into the field house.
3. Doug Me !co!m marches into the 
gym, ready to receive his diploma.
4. Over 700 soon-to-be graduates 
eagerly anticipate the start of 
commencement.
The Class of 2014 graduated from
Cedarville University on May 3 with a record-breaking 717 
graduates receiving diplomas. Upwards of 6000 friends 
and family members were in attendance for the 118th 
commencement ceremony, where Dr. Thomas White gave 
his first commencement address. The chilly winter having 
finally given way to a bright and balmy spring, graduates 
celebrated together with roommates, classmates, significant 
others, professors, and family, commemorating four years of 
hard work, dedication, tears, laughs, and a few ail-nighters 
- all leading them to this moment. Though there were many 
changes along the way, these graduates are embarking on the 
next journey, prepared to weave the threads of their stories into 
the patterns of the world.
1. The future is bright for the Class of 
2014.
2. Cam Goocirow beams and walks 
headlong toward the future, diploma 
in hand.
3. Grant McCurdy sings “A Mighty 
Fortress Is Our God," this year’s 
class song.
4. Dr. Thomas White delivers his first 
commencement address.
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1. Dylan Cimo, Travis Clark, Dextor 
Carpenter, and Dane Barnett pose 
with Dr. Rob Turner.
2. Joel Israel poses for a photo before 
the ceremony.
3. Kara Adams and P :. I ’ 
commemorate one of their last 
undergraduate moments.
4. Dr. Melissa Hartman helps Emily 
Hudson with her hood.
5. Sarah Jungbauer and Becca Miller 
prove they are well on their way to 
living up to the Cedarville Alumni 
motto: Friends for Life!
6. Becca Shnepp and Brittni Shneider 
lend a hand as part of a hood-tying 
train.
7. They may be entering adulthood, but 
for Diane Goodliffe and her friends, 
there's still a little time left to be silly.
COMMENCEMENT
2. A graduate shows his thanks for 
those who supported him through 
his Cedarville journey.
3. Lan: Lear and Laura Ar.n Scott 
embrace after the ceremony.
4. Rachel Slivo-y poses for a picture with 
family, flowers, and a fresh diploma!
5. These graduates and their loved 
ones celebrate the accomplishments 
of the Class of 2014.
1. Berenice Lopez pauses for a photo 
with her family.
ORGANIZATIONS
Student organizations are part o ^ ta a y r ia k e s ^  ^  I
us unique. Orgs are more than a group of pBBpe'wH^ommon
interests -  they are a famif^a'pd^Ttnu, rorce for service and love in 
the community, a way to connect people whose_passions line up.
There are many different academic orgs that focus on one major, 
connecting individuals within the same major. Service orgs go out 
into the the local community to raise money and do work for others.
Both of these types are great because they help students expand their 
social circles and get involved. Student orgs are one more thread, 
cinching together our community. When students come together and 
find common ground to stand on. projecting Christ's mission into the 
world, Cedarville is able to tell the Kingdom story.
Active Water
Uniting students with a passion for active lifestyles: leading the charge for clean water
Alpha Delta Nu
PalaMlnMl nu
Allied Health
PronVoW ia unity w ith in  A llie c  Haaiti?
APhA-ASP
rican Pharmacist Association - Academy of Student Pharmacists Developing artistic dance to bring glory to God
Chi Theta Pi
Pre-med org
f c v Delta Pi Sigma
Women’s ministry.and social'
DAE
Asstetfng the Alumni Helatl
Enactus
Serving the community through entrepreneurial actionMen’s social and fellowship org
Expressions of Praise
e gift of dance as an act of worship
Filmgate
ted tb educating students through the creation ot media
Hosting events to advocate and raise funds for a variety of non-profit organizal
«C
£|
Flying Aces
Atr Force org
German Club
‘ ■•omoting the Germ jn culture and language
IEEE
tricai and Electronics Engi
International Justice Mission
Promoting the awareness on campus of Injustter;' around the wohc
Phi Gamma Psi
Men’s Rugby Org
Org promoting recreational and competitive rugby
MuKappa
Cedarville’s chapter of the national organization to unite missionary kids
OPE
Mens 'Hlowshtp and service org
Phi Alpha
Social Work Honors Society
Phi Epsilon Beta
Women's social and fellowship org Women’s social and fellowship org
Photography Club
Promoting photography as a hobby and encouraging aspiring photographers
Psi Kappa Theta
Psychology org
SAAB
Student Academic Ai
Sanctify Ministries
iuraging, equipping, and supporting students for a lifestyle of purity
Swim Club Tau Delta Kappa
Bringing honors students together socially, intellectually, and spiritually
The Inversions
The premiere a c a p p e lla  group on campusEnjoying social shindigs and tea time
TPCu UCIS
Technical and Professional Communications org Union of Cedarville International Students org
Young Women for America
Prprribting faith, fam iij and bonservative vafSes |  J
FACULTY 
AND STAFF
They are servants and leaders, teachers and
helpers. They are tightly woven inlo the life of every Cedarville student, in
one way or another. They are our advisers and mentors, individuals who 
stand not over us but beside us. allowing us to succeed, allowing God to 
use us.
To be a professor originally meant to profess religious truth. At many 
institutions, the word isn’t used so specifically anymore. But at 
Cedarville. the connotation remains. Professors link classroom content 
with the Kingdom, because the Kingdom itssff links all things together.
1. Faculty members sit before 
students at Convocation Chapel
2. ;; n W' faer assists 
students with an assignment
3. i i i ■■ ■ Ml i ■ lectures in his 
ever-popular Old Testament 
Literature class.
4. David Wright presents 
.1 dedicated yearbook
’to of the
Engineering Department
Professing isn't simply a job. Not only do our teachers profess, but so 
do our librarians, financial aid officers, admissions counselors, and RDs. 
Professing is more than what happens in the classroom. As tellers of the 
Kingdom story, professing is a calling.
FACULTY
A S S O C IA T E  A C A D EM IC  V IC E P R E S ID E N T S
Pamela Johnson
College of Health Professions
Mark McClain
College of Professions
David Rotman
Information Technology
Andrew Runyan
College of Extended Learning
Marc Sweeney
School of Pharmacy
Steven Winteregg
College ol Arts ana 
Sciences
A R T , D ES IG N , A N D  T H E A T R E
NOT PICTURED
Aaron Gosser 
Joseph Kucharski 
Annie Lee-Zimerla 
Diane Merchant 
Matthew Moore 
Daniel Sternsher
Rebecca Baker Bob Clements Timothy Frame Aaron Huffman I  James Mellick
Terry Chamberlain
Chair of Art, Design, and Theatre
B IB LIC A L A N D  T H E O L O G IC A L  S T U D IES
Jason Lee
Dean of Biblical and Theological Studies
Dan Estes
NOT PICTURED
Michael Chiavone 
Gregory Couser 
Scott Dixon 
Donald Grigorenko 
Thomas Hutchison 
Jeremy Kimble 
Chris Miller 
Michael Parrott
Joy Fagan
Ched Spellman 
Robert Turner 
Joel Williams
John Gilhooly I  William Marsh I  Bob Milliman I  Ryan Peterson
FACULTY
E N G L IS H , L IT E R A T U R E , A N D  M O D E R N  L A N G U A G E S
Barbara Loach Cynthia Messer Annis Shaver Nellie Sullivan Chimi Woo
Kevin Heath
NOT PICTURED
Gregory Belliveau 
Scott Calhoun 
Daniel Clark 
Donald Deardorff 
Melissa Faulkner 
Ryan Futrell 
Heather Hill
Erin Weber 
Peggy Wilfong 
Andrew Wiseman
H S S B B
Tialr cl EngSst v Literati «e. and Moden i Languages
Michelle Wood
Julie Moore
S C IEN C E  A N D  M A T H EM A T IC S
Melody Arab Donald Baumann Steven Gollmer Melissa Hartman Nathan Hnatiuk Ashley Holland
Dennis Flentge
' /  air of Science and Mathematics I  Geoffrey Holloway |  Jennifer Hutchison |  Aaron Hutchison I  Robert Paris I  Kevin Roper |  Robert Shumacher
M USIC A N D  W O R SH IP
Otis Wright
NOT PICTURED
Darrin Frey 
Mark Gathany 
Sarah Gilchrist 
Larry Helmick 
Mathew Ingle 
William Jones 
Heather Kuruvilla 
Douglas Miller
Lin Pan
Kaleb Pauley 
Thomas Rice 
Alicia Schaffner 
Dennis Sullivan 
Andrew Wagers 
Cynthia Wingert
Charles Clevenger Michael DiCuirci Carlos Elias
NOT PICTURED
Connie Anderson 
Lyle Anderson 
Bruce Curlette 
Austin Jaquith 
John Mortensen 
Roger O’Neal 
Charles Pagnard 
Susan Plemons 
Mark Spencer
Beth Porter
Chair of Music and Worship David Lawhead Sandra Yang
> w j |
FACULTY
H IS T O R Y  A N D  G O V E R N M E N T
Glen Duerr Frank Jenista Murray J. Murdoch Patrick Oliver Robert Parr Kevin Sims
NOT PICTURED
Marc Clauson 
Jewerl Maxwell 
David Rich 
Robert Vaughn
Thomas Mach
Chair of History and Government Mark Smith Richard Tison II
K IN E S IO LO G Y  A N D  A L L IE D  H E A L T H
NOT PICTURED
April Crommett 
Christopher Cross 
Hannah Stedge 
Michael Weller
Teresa Clark Kathleen Freese John McGillivray Dee L. Morris Elizabeth Sled
Evan Hellwig
Chair of Kinesiology and Allied Health
N U R S IN G
Lindsay Tucholski 
Amy Voris
NOT PICTURED Kim Higginbotham
Lois Baker Chu-Yu Huang
Carolyn Barnett Randall Johnson
David Butgereit Mark Klimek
Linda Cave Suzanne Lefever
Sharon Christman Angelia Mickle
Kristi Coe Janet Neal
Clifford Fawcett III Rachel Parrill
Connie Bierly Ford Marsha Swinehart
Beth DelaneyMary Becker
Carrie Keib
Associate Director 71
FACULTY
P S Y C H O LO G Y I S O C IA L  W O R K
Michael Firmin Lisa Clifton George Huff
NOT PICTURED
Milton Becknell 
Amanda Burger 
Charles Dolph 
Chi-en Hwang 
Ruth Markham 
Di Wu
NOT PICTURED
Christine Fulmer 
Julie Furj-Kuhn
Luke Tse
Chair of Psychology
Nelson Henning
Chair ol Social Work
Gerald Brown Timothy Dewhurst Vicky Fang David Gallagher Darren Holland
E N G IN E E R IN G  A N D  C O M P U T E R  S C IEN C E
Robert Chasnov
Jay Kinstnger Clinton Kohl I  Sam SanGregory I  Keith Shomper j Jeff Short! Tom Thompson
M E D IA  A N D  A P P L IE D  C O M M U N IC A TIO N S
Larry Zavodney
NOT PICTURED
Seth Hamman 
Timothy Norman 
George Qin 
Tim Yao
ischelle McIntosh James Phipps Wesley J Baker
NOT PICTURED
k ark Bentley 
N icholas Carrington 
J iffrey Gilbert 
C errick Green 
C eborah Haffey 
Siandra Harner
James Kragel 
James Leightenheimer 
Michael Lopez 
Kurt Moreland 
Jeffrey Simon 
Margaret Wheeler
Tim Tuinstra
Charles Elliott I  Heather Heritage
Chair of Media and Applied Communications
B U S IN ES S  A D M IN IS T R A T IO N
Harry Anderson Jon Austin John Delano Charles Hartman John LeBlanc William Ragle
Loren Reno
Dean of the School of Business Administration Anne Rich Galen Smith Sarah Smith Dan Sterkenburg Sue Terkelsen Andrew Wonders
ED U C A TIO N NOT PICTURED
Alex Camacho 
Jeffrey Guernsey 
Jeffrey Haymond 
Lori Huckaby 
Hsing Yi Tsai 
Bert Wheeler
Phoebe Tsai
Terry Comers Lori Ferguson Stephen Gruber Timothy Heaton
NOT PICTURED
Merlin Ager 
Eddie Baumann 
Margaret Grigorenko 
David Leitch 
Lynn Roper 
Thomas Sweigard
Jeremy Ervin
Dean of School of Education Kyle Mack Brenda MacKay Ruth Sylvester
L IB R A R Y  S ER V IC ES
Brent Etzol Jeff Gates Sharon KerestesJulie Deardorff Lynne Funtik
Lynn Brock
Assistanl Academic Vico Presirkml
FACULTY
P H A R M A C Y  P R A C T IC E
Miriam Ansong Aleda Chen Phillip Thornton Kelly WrightJeffrey Lewis
Douglas Anderson
Chair ot Pharmacy Practice
NOT PICTURED
John Ballentine 
Ginger Cameron 
Marty Eng 
Tracy Frame 
Thaddeus Franz 
Melody Hartzler 
Jeff Huston 
Zachary Jenkins 
Emily Laswell
P H A R M A C E U T IC A L  S C IEN C ES
Samson Amos I  Melissa Beck I  Elisha Injeti I  Rocco Rotello I  Denise Simpson
Rebecca Gryka
Chair of Pharmaceutical Sciences
STAFF
Fran Andrews Mlehal Bader Ron Bader Jenny Beck Tom Betcfior Amy Bielek Bob Bielek Carol Bliss
Jess Buczek Tricia Clark Jared Clay Cynthia Davis Linda Divan Janet Entner Jeffrey Fulmer Cynthia Gayer
Caty Hernandez Annie Hoober Tami Jacobs Eric Johnson Esther Lanham Laura LeMaster Steve Lesko Matt Little
Mark Mathews Alan McCain Devon McCarty Lindsey McCarty Kay McFarlane Eric Mishne Brian Nesler Luann Nicholas
Shelly Nutter Christy Penrose Stephen Port Benjamin Pyle Jackie Pyles Cheryl Reese Joe! Tomkinson Mark Weinstein
Leah Winey
DR. WHITE INAUGURATION
“This is the Lord. And this is where He has us, and this is where 
He wants us. There may be some hard days, and there may 
be some fun days, but ultimately, it’s all about being where 
God wants us." According to White, it is the people who make 
Cedarville special: “The Cedarville story is wrapped up in the 
stories of the people who come through this place: What they 
did while they were here, what they did when they had gone, 
where God will take them and use them in the future.”
When his time at Cedarville has ended, when we have all 
breached the bubble and ventured into the world beyond the 
fields and the lake, Dr. White hopes that he isn’t the focus 
of what we remember. If there should be a legacy at all, he 
doesn’t want it to belong to him. “I don’t want people to look 
back and think, ‘What a great president.’ 1 want them to look 
back and say, ‘What an incredible movement of God. What a 
special time to be at Cedarville.’”
October 4th saw the inauguration of the
tenth president of Cedarville University, Dr. Thomas White. Dr. 
White grew up the son of a preacher, devoted first to sports 
and secondarily to the Lord. But in His grace and goodness, 
God used the fleeting joy martial arts championships 
brought White to hint at the everlasting hope that awaited 
him in Christ. After he was saved in 1993, White pursued 
the call into ministry, attending Anderson University and 
Southeastern Baptist Theological Seminary, where he met his 
wife, Joy. Eventually, the Lord led White to teach and lead at 
Southwestern Seminary in Texas, where he served until coming 
to Cedarville.
1. Dr. White is presented with the 
Presidential Medallion.
2. Dr. James Hilton prays over the
White family.
3. Dr. White signs the doctrinal 
statement, the first president and 
professor to do so publicly.
4. Dr. Brown, chancellor, opens 
the ceremony with a reading from 
1 Corinthians.
Thomas White
President o f the University 
Professor of Systematic 1 heotogy
John Gredy
Provost
Thomas Cornman
Academic Vice President 
Chie1 Academic Otficei
William Bigham
Vice President tor Advancement
Christopher Sohn
Senior Vice Prcs< Mnl fot 3uB’ness 
Chie! Finer?, ii Officer
Janice Supplee
Vice F resident for Enrc llement 
Manag merit and Marketing
Jonathan Wood
Vice President for Student Life and 
Christian Mlnistrif ;
William Brown
Chancellor
Paul Dixon
Chancellor
ADMINISTRATIVE COUNCIL AND TRUSTEES
1 Eager new freshmen line up 
a j for ice cream Coring Gertfnr
restarted -
2. Getting Started Leaders perform 
their ever-popuiar rendition of 500 
Miles for freshmen and their parents.
FRESHMEN 3. Drew Bran lit exolores the Involvement Fair, dinosaur lurking overhead.4. Freshman chaplai Parker McGoldrick
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FRESHMEN
Amy Abraham Jonathan Adams Rebecca Adams Aaron Alford Jonathan Allen Victoria Ames
Kathryn Anderson j Matthew Andre \ Kaylee Andreas David Arreguin Jill Arthur |i Kayleigh Artz Melinda Avcritt
Katelyn Avers I  Zachary Avery I  Matthew Baer I  Brooke Baldwin I  Katherine Baldwin
Jack Bauder I Michael Baxter I  Hannah Baylor I  Jeremiah Beatham I  Mark Beaudoin
True Baldwin
9
Caleb Becker
Jacob Beisecker I  Abbie Belcher I  Ashley Belles I  Hannah Benefiel I  Michael Bennett I  Sara Bennett I  Grace Birt
Lauren Bishop I  Jonathan Bitner I  Alisha Blosser I  Jessica Bonning I Hannah Bonvllle I Nicholas Bostwick |  Chad Bowden
80
Bethany Brad lev Hayden Bradley Drew Brandt Christopher Brawley I  I lalley Bredeson I  Marianna Brewer I  Breanne Brigadoi
Colin Broberg Luke Bremerton I a cob Brown Jonathan Brown Sarah Brown IVler Brown Aubrey Brush
Rachel Burgeon Jordan Burns Rvan Burton Mikayla Bush Benjamin Busic Andrevv Butler Katelvn Bvram
v- t •• 1/
M eghan Cahilly Heather Calland HtafeonCarden Alexander Carnegis Andrew Carr M ichael Carr Samuel Carrnher
Laura Cashman Team Caston Caleb Caucutt Klurisnam Chanu Vi-Wen Chen Nathaniel Chester Jesse Childress
Jessica Chise Lindsey Chiu Arh nr Giro Y in g  Chuang Anna Church john Clainrront Joel Clark
FRESHMEN
Jared Clay I  Jachin Cline I  Michael Cohrs I  Zachery Cole I  Alyssa Coleman I  Krista Colter I  Stephen Combs
Mikaila Conforti I  Carly Conley I  Alyssa Cook I  Lydia Cook I  Kylie Corbett I  Kathryn Corsello I  Ariana Coules
Abby Crawford I  Brittany Cremean I  Shannon Crenshaw I  Rachel Croskrey I  Matthew Cumberland I  Laura Cunningham I  Caleb Curby
Nicole Cushman I  Jonathan Czyzewski I  Jessica D’Amico I  Jordyn Damron I  Belinda Darkwah I  Rachel Davis I Shannon Davis
Kara Day I  Timothy De Jong I  Brandon Delcamp I  Christina Denny I  Patrick Devine I  Jeremy Dick I  Jonathan DiCrasto
Jacob Dillon I  Andrew Dodds I  Tyler Drake I  James Dyksterhouse I  Ryan Early |  Melanie Edris |  Rebecca Ehnert
82
Nicole Eigsti David Elgersma Rachel Ellsworth Kaitlyn Enneper Olivia Esbenshade Annie Evans
Leane Ewert Amanda Fairbanks Adam Feltner Bethany Feltner Michaela Ferris Tristan Ferry Priscilla Files
Janelle FinleyAdam Filla David Fitzpatrick Michelle FlaugherChristine Fitch Abigail Fleming
Riley Florida Paul Fotter Cody Franklin Grant Friedrich Katelyn Fritz Rex Frost Sarah Frueh
Daniel Galey Hannah Gallardo Michelle Gamberdella Alex Gambill Eliza Gaston Stephen Gayer Jacob Gebauer
E m ily  G e n try  I  Kelsey Gentry I  Jonathan German I  Aubrey Gillette |  Katie Giunta I  Hannah Glathar r. Kvl
FRESHMEN
Alyssa Gollmer Skyler Gordon Kensie Green Stephen GreenPeyton Green Courtney Greenbank Joseph Gregory
Rebecca Grier I  Tanner Grindel I  Andrew Grove I  Amy Grudier I  Elizabeth Grunza I  William Gudenius I  Rebecca Guevara
V j i
Mark Guilliams I  Theresa Guillory I  Amanda Hallisy I  Carla Halvorson I  Brooke Hamende I  Tyler Hanley I  Kayla Hanneman
Claire HarveyAbigail Harkness Nathan Harold Maria Harris Nathan Harry Cody Hartman Sarah Hartsough
Christopher Hayden I  Erin Hayes I  Samantha Hayner I  Stacy Hecker I  Vivianna Hein I  Janae Heinrich I  Danyelle Heinz
Craig Hetman I Jonathan Hempel I McCayley Hendricks I  Dillon Henschen |_____ Ezri Herrera_____ |  Mallory Hess | _____ Sarah Hess
84
Kenneth HeyrmanKristen Heydt Tara Hiebert John Hilderbrand Abigail Hile Josiah Hilerio Calvin Hitchcock
Jessica Holdeman Matthew Hollands Emanuel Horst Aaron Hostetler Micah Howard Megan Howell Choochai Hu
Kaitlin Huff Anastasia Huffman Hunter Huggins Timothy Huizinga Brittany Humphreys Holly Humphries Alison Hunter
Paul Jackson Josh Jacobson Nathan Jaquish Mallory Jefson Carolyn Jenerette Ye-Chan Jeoung Erin Johnson
Marshall Johnson Steven Johnson Esther Jones Michaela Jones Brandon Kalb Sara Katter
A/yssa K a u ffm a n Elizabeth Kaufmann Nathan Keck Katherine Keefe Benjamin Keen Josiah Keith
Lauren Kemme Tyler Kemp Kateigh Kenney Megan Kilian Seth Kilian Kwang Kim Samuel Kirchhoff
Justine Kirkey Christina Kirkpatrick Kara Kistler Andre Ktaassen Ryan Klinker Daniel Kochsmeier Nathaniel Kratz
FRESHMEN
mm
Nicholas Kresl Austin LailJanessa Krueger Ryan Lamsen Todd Landis Jesse Lawhead Megan Lawrence
Elizabeth Ledbetter Wade Lee Philip Lehman Tianle Li Grace Littlefield
Sarah Lyon
■ j j
C )
i Charlotte Lively Andrew Lockridge
Lynn Long Zachary Lowe Brooke Lowry Benjamin Lucas JayeAnna Luginbill Daniel Lumley j
Jonathan Lyons Danielle Mahek Priya Maithel Marvin Major Ryan Marauardt Carson Marshall
Audreyanna Martin Cody Martin Tiera Martinelli Aaron Mast Emily Mathews Kelsey McCabe Paige McCabe
Benjamin McClain Austin McCoy David McCoy Cassandra McCracken Jessica McDonald Emily McGarry Rae McKee
Logan McKinnon Travis MentchLuke Mennen Cody Meredith Matthew Merical Stacey Merrell Meredith Merritt
Gabrielle Metzler Nathan Metzler Klark Middleton Skyler Mihalik Matthew Miller Michaela Miller Jacob Miorelli
Charity Mishler Jillyan Misiak Brianna Mitchell Nathan Mitchell Benjamin Modayil Kristen Mohre Victoria Molendyk
Taylor Moll Jasmine Montes David Moore
FRESHMEN
iKathryn Moser Kylee MuncyMegan Moyer Michaela Nelson Alexander Nestor Jami Newlove Andrew Nocella
Lyndsay Noland I  Bethany Norman I  Charles Norris I  Jacob Norris I  Tessa O’Doherty I  Emily O'Grady I  Reyna Osorio
Keith Oswald I  Meredith Oxley I  Alexandria Pace I  Stephanie Packo I  Austin Park I  Alexandra Parker I  Taylor Parsons (
Marcus Patrick Nicholas Patton David Paulding Matthew Paulding I  Jeremiah Pennington Daniel Pensworth Julian Pemia
Alana Perry I Elise Perry I  Christine Petruccelli I  Daniel Phillipi I  Juliann Phillips I  Olivia Phillips I  Troy Phillis
Michael Pickett Kameron Pierce Julia Pierre Adam Pittman JanaPisam
Sarah PI umlev Bethany Poole Mi ta li I*oole Allison Powell Elizabeth Powell Benjamin Power Christy Powlus
Lendvn Prickel Luke I’rinsen Courtney Prior Lauren Pullins Luke I’urtell Benjamin Pyle Jessica Uabenstein
Ethan Rain Amy Radwatiski Lucinda Raihala Hannah Rau Jonathon Raudenbush Thomas Ray
Ralph Reese l.ainey Register Natalie Reid Richard Reitieke Christopher Renaud
Charles Reynolds Tucker Rhodes Hannah RinehartCarol Rice Destiny Roberts Michael Robertson Holh Robinson
Riltn1 Robinson Victoria Rollins Morgan Rubnskv
FRESHMEN
Allison Ryan Thomas Sackctt Krister Samuelson Jol (anna Sanders Jonathan Sander Kirsten Saur Christopher Savarese
Micah Sawatskv Hannah Schalles Christine Schrock Cameron Schultz Jessica Schultz Alicia Scott Charles Searl
Austin Sugar Michelle Seidner Jatni Shaffer Joshua ShamburgerCassandra Shaffer Victoria Shaw
Rvan Shomo Timothy Silver Raven Simmons Chakris Sirikol Matthew Siller Elizabeth Skaggs M arik* Skaggs
F.Iizabeth Skinner Carissa Slone Austin Smith Jaden Smith Maranda Smith William Smith Natalie Snyder
Cecilia Southard Chanakarn SririnlrachaiMollv Squior Jennifer S to Hard Nasva Stanley
Jenna Stearns Alexis Steffanni Rebekah Stern Megan Stevens Maggie Stevenson Geraidt Stewart Steven Stiles
M ic h a e l S to u ffe r E rs ilia  S tu a r t K a r a  S u le k C a th e r in e  S u lliv a n E m ily  S u tte r S te p h a n ie  S w e e n e y P h ilip  T a lle y
S h a ro n  T a p ia J o s h u a  T a y lo r N o a h  T a y lo r S a r a h  T a y lo r C e c ilia  T ee l K ris tin a  Te rry E lija h  T h o m p s o n
N a th a n  T itu s C h ris tia n  T o w n s e n d C a s s a n d r a  T ra x le r A llis o n  V a n  L o p ik D o u g la s  V a re s J a c k s o n  V a u g h n K e lle y  V e rn o n
J a m e s  V o n  E iff M ic h a e la  W a d e M a th e w  W a g n e r A m e lia  W a lk e r A n d r e w  W a llsJ e s s ic a  W all J e r v o n n e  W a rd
P a r k e r  W a rren Stacey Watkins W illia m  W a tte rs o n
FRESHMEN
M a tth e w  W e rn e b u rg C h r is to p h e r  W h a rto n A u b r ie  W h e e le r J o n a th a n  W h e e le r V ic to ria  W h itm o re Jillla n  W ille d
N a th a n ie l W illia m s  I  T h a d d e u s  W illia m s  I K irs te n  W ils o n  I  L e a h  W in e y  B ria n n a  W rig h t I R e b e c c a  W u e b b e n  I  B e n ja m in  Y o d e r
B ria n  Z u rlin d e nB ria n n a  Z e n d e rB re a n n e  Y o r k N o a h  Y o u n g
Class Council Elections
Bible Conference
F oreign Film Senes
Getting Started
Involvement Fair
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The minute our feet touch CeriarviHe’s
c a m p u c , w e  a re  th r o w n  in to  u t o r n a d o  o f a c tiv ity . B e a m in g  a d m is s io n s  o ffic e rs  
u s h e r  u s n to  line t o  g e t a n  ID  p ic tu re  th a t w e  will likely a tt e m p t  to  h id e  fo r  th e
n e x t fo u r y e a r s . W e  s m ile  th a t  n e r v o u s , “ I’ v e  b e e n  in th e  c a r all d a y "  s m ile  w ith
th e  c a r s  w ith  h u g e  s m ile s  a n d  lo u d  e x c la m a tio n s  o f 
Where do you >ive?
Oh. I know your RA you 'll have a great year!
Don't worry, Mom; we II take care o f your baby!
W e  w a tc h  a s  ih e s e  s tr a n g e r s  w h ip  o p e n  o u r m in i-v a n s , p u llin g  o u t all o u r 
c a r e f u lly -p a c k e d  c lo t h e s , c r a t e s , f r id g e s , a n d  b o o k s . ..  H o w  is it th a t it ta k e s  five  
m in u te s  t o  c a rry  th e  e n tr a p m e n t s  o f a n  e n tire  life u p  th e  s ta irs ?
A n d  th e n  — th e  fr e s h m a n  p a r ty . E v e r y o n e  a w k w a r d ly  c lin g in g  1 ' th e  first 
“ fr ie n d " w e ’ v e  fo u n d  a n d  a n s w e r in g  o u r  n a m e , m a jo r a n d  h o m e t o w n  fo r 
th e  h u n d r e d th  tim e .
T h e r e  a re  g a m e  h o w s , trip s  t o  Y o u n g 's , D i z z a s  c o n s u m e d  b y  th e  d o z e n s .
S l o w ly  b u t  s u re ly , th is  o d d  h a v e n  in th e  m id d le  o f th e  c o r n fie ld s  b e g in s  to  
fe e l like h o m e . It m a k e s  sens©  to  a b b r e v ia te  e v e r y  b u ild in g  n a m e , it g e ts  
e a s ie r to  re call fa c e s . A s  th e  le a v e s  s ta r t  tc  c h a n g e , w e  c a n  fe e l o u r s to rie s  
jo in in g  th e  fa b ri o f C e d a r v ille
th e  b e e . a n d  w e  e n te r o u r v e r y  o w n  d o r m  fo r th e  first t im e . T h e  R A s  a re  ru s h in g
Mission Impossible
Meet the President
I
i
Discipleship Group Sign-Ups ALT!
New Student Talent Show
SOPHOMORES
nsGaves an award 
from during
Academic i loncas Day d  lapel
f f lL  N^eaGhS r^fmorflari*
ntd Testnmerr':, orfe Of tine most 
popular classes 3! Gedarvinn
2.“*
3. 3D Design is also a popular 
sophomore class for sophomore an 
and design students.
4. Sophomore chaplain, Sieve Clerk
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Dalla Akhnoukh Jessica Alderink Katherine Alexander Nicole Alexander Joanna Alfredson Arne Anderson Claire Anderson
Morgan BaileyJoanna Axelson
on I John Behnke I Olivia Benitez I  Alissa Bercaw I  Andrew Berman I  Micah Bemarc
Mary Beth Bewley I  Kyle Biggs 1 Leah Rachel Bode |  Brianna Boehning I  Elizabeth Bogoniewski I  Victoria Boward
Austin Brown Meghan Bruckner Rebecca Brumbaugh Erica Campbell J Victoria Carothers
I, triad OaskeEii/ahefii Carralu?r Daniel Case Sara Chasse Hannah Chin
SOPHOMORES
m s a n vKyle Classen Adam Cole Moriah Comeau Victoria Couser
Kyle Culbertson I Austin Curtis I  Andrew Cutting I  Anna Dalton I  Joshua Dancer I  Hannah Davis samantna u s
Grayson Dealing I  Stephanie Defore I  Anna Dembowski I  Tyler Detrick I  Ashley Devries I  David Dombrowski I  Sarah Dremann
Andrew Eckley Grant English Victoria Eustace I Jessica Evanoff Julia Evanoff
Logan Fitzgerald Sarah Fox Kayla FryLuke Febrizio Kathryn Field Kaitlyn Fox Rachel Fraga
Brian Funk Jonathan Gallardo Hannah Gendron Madison Grapes Jonathan Gumme1 Kate Hanavan
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Caleb Hull Jennifer Hutchison Janna Isings Micaila Iversen Caleb Jacobson Christa Johnson Audrey Jung
Nathan Kallman Ellery Kent Angelica Kester Kathleen Kidd Michelle Kisha Ayana Kleckner
Paulene Kolota I  Brittany Kopas I  Jared Krater I  Laura Krizo Michael Kuhn Kristen Laaman Ashley Laird
Allison Larrabee I  Jared Laswell I  Jordan Lee I  Jason Leigh HeDecca Lepper tm m a LeppKe
Morgan Liggett I  Tani Lin ville  I  Caleb Little I  M e g a n  L o w r y  |  Christie L u c e  |  H a n n a h  L y o n s  j  Matthew M a iN e la r
SOPHOMORES
Jonathon Markey Ashley Martin Melissa Martin Andrea Martinson
Katl McCrone Erin McCrosky Jonathan McDonald Andrew McDunn Jessica McKinley Elizabeth McLaverty Ivey Me Rory
Katherine Meakem I  Madeline Meister I  Hannah Merrick I  Michael Miller Sarah Moats
Tyler MortonBrittnee Moore Joseph Morley Karl Morris Isaac Moss Jordan Murphy
Josiah Nine Jacob Olejarczyk Jesse OrndoffPatricia Neve Stephanie O'Brien Sarah Orr Randi Padilla
Matthew Pmckard Matthew Pizana
4 M I r O  1 K  -> M
M L ' 1 M
i l v l
Maya Palmisciano Efise Parsons I Mrtcholl Petek Olivia Petek ____
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Jessica Place Elizabeth Poore Anna Porter Sarah Powazki Caroline Price Micah Price Vineeta Rao
Nathaniel Raquet Cerianne Rea Garrison Reeves Rodrigo Reis Grace Revenaugh Robert Rhodes Elijah Richmond
Jane Richmond Nicole Richter Hadassah Roberts Nicholas RudyNathaniel Ross Austin Russell
Kristen Sabo Kara Schutt Rachel Schutte Kennan Schwartz
Angela Schweniltz Erin Scott Kimberly Senerius Timothy Shamburger
i  A k A : j i
fynam Shaw Ojeda Emily amnkle Marissa Shonk Jonathan Shumakei
SOPHOMORES
■
Matthew Smith Valerie Sohn Brandon Solinger Olivia Somerville
Samuel Spivey Jeffrey Sprotberry Taylor Stephens Madison Sternberg
Joshua Sommers Brianna Sparks Andrew Spencer
Nicole Struebing Mark Taggart
Jessica Tarr Travis Thelen Victoria Thompson Carolyn Ticker Luke Tomlinson Ruth Towne
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Kristianna Tucker Jana Turrentine Joel VanKampen Natalie VanLith
Hannah Wagner Brian WalczykHenry Wadman Erin Walsh Megan Walter Jessica Ward Katherine Ward
Laurel Anne Ward Amiah Warder Thomas Waters Andrew Wh'tfc David Widder-Vnrh’ ivi Beniamin Wi
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Tyler Willis Zachary Winters Katherine Wormald Neal Worthington Malorie Young Lauren Zambello
Emma Zuidema
Taming o f the Shrew  Opening Night
October, November, D ecem ber
Junior Jar i
Moonlight Madness
I
Homecoming
Fall Break
SOPHOMORES
Our place is unique. While we may have
mastered the art of maneuvering the meet market, we are still stuck in those 
pesky gen-eds. Sophomore year is the time that we find our true passions. It's 
when we start to get involved in ministries and campus activities. We have made 
true friendships and yet have so many experiences ahead of us. Sophomore year 
is a launch pad into the true college experience. We stand with our hearts and 
hands wide open, excited for w hat’s ahead
72 Live Awards Shov
Final Exams
______________ 1
1
Grandparents Weekenc
r
i
Campus Christmas
M p n i i . u o? DAE?noss"for1!S'i5fi?)f  ^ ■' 
their esnn,jal recognition dinner.
4 . Nursing students <fo to clinicals as 
k ^ w r t  of their iu n ii^e a r studies.
3. The JS Committise! cha irs  
bv Shelby Hamrick, center,
: auctflcikscl in throwing' t|£  feigge ; 
bash of the year"
4. Junto chaofafn ooel Wasserstein
JUNIORS
Kalina Adams Teh seen Adel Jennitee Allen Kelli Anderson Derek Antrican Michael Arnold
Ashley Auch Sarah BaechtleBarak Austin Alexandra Bartord Steven Barnhart Brittany Beach Ashtyn Beikert
Jordan Bellanti Nicole Bertolino Alison Bigler Irene Blocksom Micah Brant Abby Brown Anna Brown
Katelyn Buckholz Julia Budd Andrew Bundy Lindsay Burkholder Allison Butterworth Sarah Caraotta Stephen Carnegis
Ricardo Castaneda Sarah Chalgren Denida Chapman Mayra Chavez Matthew Cheney Ruth Choi Renae Chrystal
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Caleb Cumberland Emilie Dalavai Paul Danielson Emily D'Anna Rebecca Davies Elizabeth Davis
Michael Davisson Tabitha DeHart Samuel DeLoye Nicole Deneseus Ahtera Dixon Amy Douglas Carson Doyle
Stephen EbersoleJeremy Dumont Richard Edmonson Lauren Eissler Abigail Entner Elizabeth Entner
Brian Erickson Nicole Eutsey Elizabeth Ewart Laura Farleman Bryan Feldmann Levi Fenton Jeremiah Finley
Rebecca Finter Joseph Fitch Shelby Fleetwood Esther Fluliart Douglas Fox Ashley Francis
Afanna Franklin Ryan Frazier Caleb Friesen Tavlor Fulton
JUNIORS
Jordan Gates Natalie Gauger Carrie Geib Joelta Gerber Benjamin German Brenna Gilson Megan Glandon
Jonathan Gurge I Brianna Halsted I Katelyn Hannah I  Sarah Harbeck I Aaron Harkness
Daniel Gualtieri
David Hartung
Katherine Gunter
\  m  i
Brandon Hatch
Kristen Hayes I  Molly Heiden I Tara Helton I  Andrew Henderson I  Thomas Henderson I  Maryssa Herbert I  William Hinks
Helen Hoekman I  Seth Holloway I  Karen Holman I  Lauren Holtzem I  Freeman Hou I  Kaitlynn Howard I  Laura Hughes
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Alex Jones Chad Jones Ella Klnsinger Valerie Kirk Ertcka Kistter Nathan Kline Laura Klodnicki
Jennifer Knepel Meredith Knowland Katelyn Kostreva Jenelle Krob Jorian Krob Melissa Labbadia Jennifer Langton
Caleb Larson Tieg Laskowske David Law Rebecca Lawson Ethan Lee Jennifer Lee Matthew Lee
I  J
B ft V I  i
r l y l
Callie Linstad
Kayla Marks
Adam Littlefield Stephanie Long Jordan Luce Sarah Lusk Andrew Luther Elizabeth MacKendrick
Travis Mattke I  Kent McConnell I  Dylan McKevitt I  Paul McMichae! I  Suzanne McReynolds I  Rachel Meeker
mi m m IH R
JUNIORS
Kyle Nelson Mollie Nelson Joshua Nettleton Adam Newborn Kaylee Newman Jessica Nierman Michele Nolan
Kara Nonnemacher Christopher Nunan Matthew Pack Rachel Palmer Victoria Pasterik Jessica Pearson Taylor Phillips
Courtney RaymondJohanna Raquet Amanda Redlien Alexandria Rivera Kathryn Roberts Tabitha Roberts Andrew Robertson
Daniel Robinson Melissa Ruhlman Amy Ruiz-Bueno Kelly SchaffterJustin Rumbarger Annelise Schick Rijah Shuck
Steele SkrentaAdrian Sjoquist Kalie Smith Hunter Spivey Amy Spranger Sarah StraightCaleb Stockdale
Caleb Strejc Kaitlyn Sturm Rebecca Taylor Aerial Thurman
k k
1
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Lynley Turkelson Benjamin Tuttle Rachel Tyler Ryley Uber Laura Vance Caytlin Ginny Van Etten Kayla Vencill
Stephen Vetter Devon Villwock Rachel Wadman Jessica Welsh Darcy Whitney Bradley Williams Joshua Willoughby
Kristina Windmiller Donielle Winters Jacob Wise Heather Wismer Jeremy Witt Brian Wolf Ashley Worsham
David Wright Hannah Wunderlich Noah Wunderlich Joel Yost Julie Zavodney Rachel Zeiter Sarah Zwirkoski
Missions Conference
January, February, M arch
Week of Fasting
I
I I
100 Days Party u r g^g  weekend
Pride and Prejudice Opening Nigh :
We are stuck on a precipice, somewhere
between continuing and beginning-to-ond. We are caught between the old and 
the new, the past and the future, the settled life and the changing life. We know 
what w e ’re doing, because we’ve been doing it for a few years now. We know the 
drills: don’t go to Chuck's on CU Fridays, save a chapel skip for Convocation, and 
move to the side when you hear a longboard closing in. We know that it takes 
four minutes to walk from the SSC to Tyler, two from the DMC to the SSC, and 
a sw ift sprint might get a person to Alford in five minutes. We know that life will 
feel different in a year, when the decisions are more real and the goodbyes are 
more permanent. But fo r now, we are settled here, in this place, in this story. For 
three years now, we've been equipped to handle the future when it comes. With 
a sidelong glance at our neatly-prepared resumes and ironed business suits, we 
stand firmly in this third year, full of anticipation
Thursday Night Live
f
ides of March Murder Mystery
Spring Break
Arts Madness
l Dyke arid Jacob 
in Qiit, gpJuatlon 'forms.
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SENIORS
John Adams Bryan Adrian Malia Amling Michael Anderson Zachary Anderson Daniel Andrews
Political Science I  Mech Engineering I Elec Engineering I  Broadcasting & Digital Media I Tech and Prof Communication I  Computer Science
Rebekah Andrews I Jacob Antoun I  Jamie Atkins I  Anthony Baglio I  Alexandra Balkus I  Daniel Barber
Keyboard Pedagogy I Computer Science I  Nursing I  Molecular & Cellular Biology I  Management I Broadcasting & Digital Media
Julianna Barkas I  Heather Barker I  Daniel Baron I  Anna Barulich I Michael Beach I Ryan Beach
Broadcasting & Digital Media Theatre Management Nursing Criminal Justice Finance
Audrey Beck Lindsey Behnke Jordan Bell Brandon Bellanti Rachel Belth Megan Bernstein
Inti Studies-Soc Sci I Marketing I Criminal Justice I  Music & Worship I  Tech & Prof Communication I  Nursing
Daniel Bidlack I Lauren Bisbee I  Elisabeth Blair I Ryanna Blair I  Nathaniel Bond I  Jonathan Bonitas
Organizational I Middle Child Education I  Nursing I Psychology I  Computer Engineering I  Management
Communication
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Andre Bouquet Marie Boyd I  Chartiane Boyle I  Megan Brewer I  Nathan Briggs I  Michael Brittan
Marketing Psychology I  Psychology I  Nursing I  Mech Engineering I  Mech Engineering
Bethany Brock 
Journalism
Mackenzie Brown 
English
Elizabeth Bruer 
Biology
David Brush 
Psychology
Trevor Bryant 
Christian Education
Haylie Buck 
Psychology
Mary Burkholder 
Nursing
Austin Bush 
Biology
Amy Carmichael 
Music
Kyle Carson 
Mech Engineering
Grace Carter 
Nursing
Derrick Chapman 
Pharmacy
Benjamin Christian I Kelsey Christiansen |  Carolyn Christini I  Anthony Ciccarello I  Dylan Cimo I  Travis Clark
Youth Ministries I  Social Work I  Applied Communication I  Computer Engineering I  Nursing I  Finance
Elizabeth Cox 
Allied Health
Jerilyn Cox 
Nursing
Laura Cummings 
Pharmacy
Casey Cundall 
Criminal Justice
Mir.tPn Craig 
Giaphic Design
Charissa Curby 
Theatre
SENIORS
Amanda Cuslor 
Nursing
Rachel Dark 
English
Casey Darsl 
Chemistry
Kayla Day 
Physics
Krislcn Day 
Management
Megan Day 
Allied Health
Emily Dolk Sarah Denen Becky Dennis Ian Devins Gregory DeVos Joel Dewhurst
Allied Health Psychology
Brittany DeWitl |  Matthew Dix
Lang Arts Education-Integrated I  Lang Arts Education-Integrated
Nursing Inti Sludies-Soc Sci Computer Engineering Modi Engineering
Benjamin Dixson Andrina Doollstedt Daniel Dollison Elizabeth Dossctt
| Athletic Training I  Inti Studies - Missiology I  Finance I Tech & Prof Communication
Lyclin Douglas Susanna Downer Katherine Drake Kelsey Durant Nicole Dykstra Jessica Dyson
Nursing Bible Comprehensive? Nursing Early Child Education Accounting Intoicultural Communication
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Corbin Edmonds 
Accounting
Stephen Eldridge 
Broadcasting & Digital Media
Anna Elliot 
Nursing
Hannah Elwell 
Nursing
Kaela Enderle 
Nursing
Alexander Esbenshade 
Graphic Design
Jennifer Evans Kaitlin Fain 
Nursing
Brian Fanelli
Broadcasting & Digital Media
Ryan Farrell 
Forensic Science
David Feltner 
Criminal Justice
Elizabeth Fiest 
PsychologyEarly Child Education &S p e c ia l  F d iir a t in n
Matthew Finkbeiner 
Mech Engineering
Sarah Firmin 
Nursing
Kelsey Fladda
Mathematics Educ-lntegrated
Shelby Fleetwood 
Applied Communication
Kara Foley 
Nursing
Alexander Folkerts 
Computer Science
Elena Fouch 
Christian Education
Michelle Frazer 
Physics
Scott Gay 
Mech Engineering
Roger Gelwicks 
Tech S Prof Communication
Jared Gerber 
Allied Health
Paige Getchell 
Marketing
Andrew Gilliland 
Inti Studies-Soc Sci
Joseph Girgis 
Mech Engineering
Kayla Girtz 
Early Child Education
Aaron Free Emma Gage Michael Gardner
Finance Music Education-Multi-Age Mech Engineering
Kortney Good Diane Goodliffe 
Spec Education-lntervnt Spec
Seth Gordon
Physical Education-Multi-Age
Kaleb Gottfred 
Political Science
Kailey Grapes 
Music Education-Multi-Age
Zachary Graves 
PsychologyEnvironmental Science
Katie Grayton 
Nursing
Myles Greely 
Finance & Accounting
Bethany Green 
Social Work
Christopher Griffin 
Geology
Joseph Grom 
Christian Education
Joel Groman 
Marketing
Bryan Grove
Molecular & Cellular Biology
Abigail Gryka 
Management
Katherine Guffey 
Biology
Shelby Haas 
Social Work
Shannon Hallisy 
Early Child Education
Nathan Hanbury 
Mech Engineering
Elizabeth Hansel 
Nursing
Emily Hartman 
History
Olivia Harvey
Comprehensive Communication
Emelie Havard 
Tech & Prof Communication
Brooke Hawkins 
Graphic Design
Brittany Hayes 
BS-Mathematics
Elizabeth Hicks 
Nursing
Micah Heanssler Josephine Hein Kara Heineman Susan Henley
Industrial & Innov Design Biology Physical Education-Multi-Age Nursing
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Brandon High Bethany Hills Hannah Hines
Finance & Accounting j Mathematics Educ-Integrated |  Inti Studies - Missiology
Micah Hoick I Timothy Hoick I  Benjamin Holdredge
Robert Hinks Courtney Hock Melissa Hogan
Mech Engineering Middle Child Education Nursing
Danielle Holloway Hillary Hook Bethany Hotchkiss
Mech Engineering Mech Engineering Psychology Media Communication Social Work Nursing
Rebekah Houston Britney Howland John Howland Chelsea Hubbard Emily HudsonLauren Howsden
History I  Political Science |  Mcch Engineering I  Nursing |  Social Work I Nursinq
Bothanio Hull 
Lang Arts
Eriuc.ition-lntccjratod
Timothy Hull Lauren Hulsey Thomas Humbert Tyler Hunler Joanna Huschilt
Broadcasting & Digital Media Early Child Education Eloc Engineering Exercise Science Nursing
Eric Hu com an Joel Ingram Joel Israel Joseph Ivancic Melissa Jacob Brittnie Jarrett
Chemistry I Mcch Engineering I  Psychology I  Accounting I  Inti Studics-Soc Sci I  Nursing
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Elizabeth Jeanneret 
Finance
Kayla Jenerette Tyler John Jeffrey Johnson Melissa Johnson Olivia Johnson
Organizational Communication Philosophy Finance & Accounting Graphic Design Nursing
Elizabeth Jones Jordan Jones j Bethshalom Julca Sarah Jungbauer Jonathan Kanning Sean Karhnn
Graphic Design Physical Education-Multi-Age I Applied Communication Nursing Computer Science Biology
Joshua Kaster I Kevin Kee I  Ashlynn Kelly I  Caleb Kelly I  Jessica Kersey I  Kristen Keys
Elec Engineering I  Hist/Political Sci I  Social Work I  Mech Engineering I Journalism I  Social Work
Myeongseop Kim |  Rebecca Kochsmeier |  Kathryn Kohl 1 Megan Kuhn I Rachel Kuiken I  Tania Lacombe
Mech Engineering |  Journalism j  Biology 1 Early Child Education I Social Work I Nursing
Stephanie La Croix 
Mech Engineering
Steven Lang 
Chemistry
Jonah Langenderfer I  Lani Lear I  Emily Leber I  Hayoung Lee
Bible Comprehensive I  Inti St-Global Econ/Bus I  Political Communication I  Bible Preseminary
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Michael Lee I  Michayla Lehman I  Amanda Lenarski I  Aaron LePoire I Thomas Lewis I  Stephen Linden
Accounting Christian Education Pharmacy Mech Engineering Marketing
■ ■
English
Katelynne Lingaas Kristen Linger Ellen Lintemuth Sarah Loeffler Katherine Logsdon Stephanie Long
Mech Engineering Early Child Education Nursing Mech Engineering History Graphic Design
Hannah Losch Rachel Lowrance Caitlyn Lucas Benjamin Luce Caleb Lyman Zachary Lyons
Middle Child Education Keyboard Pedagogy Middle Child Education Biology Pharmacy Broadcasting & Digital Media
Rebecca Mac Gilvary Dana Madsen Sarah Makoski Douglas Malcolm Caleb Marot Rebecca Mattison
Nursing Mech Engineering Accounting Theatre Broadcasting & Digital Media Graphic Design
Brittany Mayne Jennifer McConkey Kelly McDonald Lindsay McGee Alicia McLeod Zachary McMeen
Psychology Psychology Social Work . Theatre Social Work |  Broadcasting £ Digital Media
Megan McNulty 
Early Child Education
Bradley McPherson 
Marketing
Joy McTaggart 
Theatre
Cameron McWilliams 
Criminal Justice
April Menendez 
Geology
Jacob Miller 
Mech Engineering
i Maria Miller Mary Miller j Nathan Miller Rebecca Millerf Pharmacy Nursing t Nursing Accounting Rebecca Miller History S English
Sarah Miller 
Bible Comprehensive
Ronald Minnick 
Broadcasting & Digital Media
David Moeller 
Computer Engineering
Wesley Morgan 
Worship
Victoria Mueller Max Muhlenkamp Gisela Mullican Hilary Murphy Chelsea Myers
Social Work Computer Engineering Theatre Social Work Nursing
Megan Moffitt Ashley Moore Ellen Moore
Allied Health
J_________________________________
Hist/Political Sci & Spanish Nursing
Anne Morris Daniel Morris Stephen Morris Jonathan Moss
I
Mami Moulden
Music Christian Education Inti Studies - Missiology Allied Health Early Child Education
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Lesley Nash Elise Newcomer 
Molecular & Cellular Biology
Joseph Newman 
Pharmacy
Caleb Nissley 
Finance & Political Science
Kelsey Newman 
Finance
Krista Norris 
Graphic DesignSocial StudiesEduc-lntegrated
Allison Nygren 
Early Child Education
Tyler Nylen 
Christian Education
Candace Olley 
Social Work
Caleb Padilla 
Mech Engineering
Ashley Palumbo 
Nursing
Joseph Parker 
Mech Engineering
Kendra Parker 
Nursing
Daniel Paulsen 
Inti Studies-Soc Sci & History
Sarah Pelletier 
Nursing
Gwen Phillips 
Graphic Design
Benjamin Pickett 
Hist/Political Sci
Nathan Pilling 
Journalism & Broadcasting
Marcia Pinkerton 
Nursing
Chelsea Powell 
Nursing
Sean Powers 
Inti Studies - Missiology
Seth Pratt
Information Technology Mgmt
Jonathan Proctor 
Mathematics
Madison Pross 
Social Work
Rebecca Pryor I  Elijah Pyles I  Andria Quirindongo I Eric Rasmussen I Logan Raymond I  Emily Reed
Middle Child Education Tech & Prof Communication Biology Theatre Elec Engineering Nursing
SENIORS
Matthew Reed Amy Reisenweaver
Computer Engineering Graphic Design
Cathryn Ripperger Kristina Rizzardi
Tyler Richey Samuel Rigglemon Spencer Rioux Adam Ripley
Mech Engineering Mech Engineering Mech Engineering
Andrea Roberts Nathan Robinson Erica Rosneer
Psychology
David Ross
Psychology Nursing Nursing Mathematics
Grant Rost Hannah Rostan Natasha Royce Amanda Rozelle
Nursing
Sara Savard
Mech Engineering
Timothy Scarcella
Exercise Science Middle Child Education Chemistry Middle Child Education Exercise Science Mech Engineering
Allison Schaefer 
Middle Child Education
Timothy Schlabach 
Computer Science
Brittni Schneider 
Early Child Education
Hannah Schneider
Psychology
Zachariah Schneider 
Computer Science
Rebecca Schnepp 
Nursing
Matthew Schoenwald I  Niklaus Schroeder I  Austin Scott I  Paul Seabold I  Emily Sears I  Justin Seekins■ ■ ■ M ■
Computer Engineering Mech Engineering Finance Bible Teacher Education Christian Education Allied Health
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Nicole Siefert 
Nursing
Jesse Silk 
English
Rachel Silvey 
Criminal Justice
Eric Shomo 
Finance
Kaleigh Shonk 
Graphic Design
Ashley Short 
Nursing
Joel Slabach 
Mech Engineering
Caleb Smith 
Graphic Design
Courtney Smith 
Broadcasting & Digital Media
Lindsay Smith 
Social Work
Victoria Smith 
Nursing
Audrey Snyder 
Early Child Education
Stephanie Song 
Biology
Jessica Stanley 
Mathematics Educ-lntegrated
Gerrit Start 
Mech Engineering
Audrey Stearns I  Alicyr Stein I  Daniel Steinhoff I  Scott Steward Katelyn Stover I  Hope Strayer
Nursing I  Early Child Education I  Finance I  Mathematics English I  Music
Hayley Studebaker 
Applied Communication
Cameron Sturgeon 
Middle Child Education
Kerith Sunden 
Nursing
Emily Swanson 
Organizational Communication
Stephanie Swanson 
Nursing
&
Natalie Tamoviskl Bethany Teixeira 
Nursing
Micah Terhune 
Bible Preseminary
Melissa Terrazas 
Broadcasting 6 Digital Media
Ashley Thompson 
Nursing
Julia Thompson 
Mech EngineeringPolitical Science
Abigail Toburen 
Nursing
Ablga’1 Tomlinson 
Nursing
Andrew Travis 
Political Science
Vincent Van Dintel Jonathan Van Dyke 
Graphic Design
Jonathan Van Pelt 
Accounting
Caleb Venman
Broadcasting & Digital Media
Tara Venturini 
Allied Health
Richard Voetberg 
NursingInformation Systems
Madison Troyer U Brennan Ujcich Claire VanderHart
Journalism | Computer Engineering Nursing
Brittany Vo land | Korinna Waggoner Chelsea Walker Hannah Wallace ' Timothy Waller Jacob Walter
Nursing I Marketing Marketing Biology . Athletic Training Elec Engineering
Alison Weaver
Organizational Communication
Matthew Welkie 
Mech Engineer.ng
Marybeth Whitfield 
Psychology
Donald Whittemore 
Inti St-Global Econ/Bus
Megan Willeford 
Nursing
Jessica Willey 
Sociology
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Michael Williams 
Management
Rebecca Williams 
Athletic Training
Amy Wirrig 
Allied Health
Kadie Wisniewski 
Studio Art
Hayley Wolfe 
Social Work
Meredith Wood 
Social Work
Jarrod Woodbury 
Industrial & Innovative Design
Kera Woolley 
Psychology
Daniel Wright 
Finance
Nathan Wright 
Mech Engineering
John Wunderlich 
Psychology
Rebecca Wunderlich 
Nursing
Zachary Wurst-Cronrath 
Bible Comprehensive
David Yoder 
Mech Engineering
Marissa Yorgey 
Athletic Training
Seth Yost 
Computer Science
Shelby Young 
Nursing
Kristyna Zaharek 
Theatre
Anna Zavodney 
Applied Communication
Tiffany Zehel 
Pharmacy
Grace Ziegler 
Nursing
They told us four years would go quickly,
but we dido'! believe them at me beginning. We were too busy: figuring out 
the system, Finding the buildings, finding friends. But somewhere between 
Sophomore Breakfast and our first JS. It dawned on us -  lime does deceive us. 
it didn't seem (air that time flew by for three years, until it came to a screeching 
halt around fall break oi the fourth year. While our minds and bodies still raced
-  senior prolects, job interviews, painting the rock because / always said l would
-  It seemed like time itself slowed to a snail’s pace We are ready to move on. 
but there is always more to do before the iinal leg of the race. So we schedule 
every dinner hour with all the people we totd, "We ll do a meal sometime, yeah?" 
And we go to tennis matches and track meets and theatre productions because 
our siudent discounts won't last much longer, We have a chapel absentee stint, 
because it seems like the senior thing to do. but speakers keep telling us we'll 
never get to worship with three-thousand other believers at once, so we stop 
skipping, because maybe that idea scares us a bit. We soak up the community, 
with its flaws and fatigues and all its little beauties, so when we finally clip that 
countdown keychain to our keys, we can watch the time tick away knowing we 
did something with it.
Easter Break
JS Banquet
39 Steps Opening Night
ELLIV
Commencement
Final Exams
This is more than just us.
If the stars dancing above could shout, they would tell us the stories 
of those who walked here first. The fields we see as walls might 
gossip, sharing with us the past-curfew escapades of restless 
students from years long ago. Perhaps the howling wind would wrap 
us in remembered prayers and muttered conversations, important 
moments in important lives we are still somehow connected to. And 
the roads out of our self-imposed bubble would recount the many 
heavy hearts they carried away.
But the tapestry isn’t finished. It fringes off, and our woven tendrils 
reach into the world, tying themselves into businesses and churches, 
cities and neighborhoods. Something in the thread is magnetic; 
it draws other fabrics and other stories. Our thousands become 
tens of thousands, and millions on top of that. Our story is more 
than Cedarville, it is more than this quick blink, this finite moment.
We have been hemmed and embroidered, gathered and lined and 
promised a part in this infinite shawl, wrapping the earth in a grace 
we could never deserve.
This is not our story. This is His.



“But you, 0  L o r d ,  will sit on your throne forever. Your fame will endure to every generation.”
Psalm 102:21
